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1 . 
Outline. 
I . Inheritance of our forefathers. 
A. Eng lish language, English literature, English 
Civilization. 
n. Civilization and Experience of the rest of the 
world. 
1. All branches of human race may draw profit 
from experiences or forerunners. 
II. Application of Inheritance in establishing a dis-
tinctly American note in literature. 
III. Definition or American Literature. 
A. Artistic expression of life. 
A fitness of experience to experience. 
An interpretation of life. 
B. Term "American" restricted to United States. 
IV. Respects in which early American literature has 
differed :from early :rorms or other literatures. 
A. No folk lore. 
D. No primitive epic. 
c. Historical prose rather than verse. 
V. Reasons for dif'ference. 
A. Changed environment. 
B. Changed ways or gaining a livelihood. 
C. Vax•ying problems and ideals of life. 
VI. Definition of Patriotism. 
A. How begot? 
B . Bow :fostered? 
• 
• 
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VII. 
VIII. 
I X . 
c . Comprehends what? 
D. Application to America. 
1. Situation. 
2 . Resources. 
3 . Inherited spirit o~ Liberty. 
History ancl literature closely asso-c;;iatecl. 
. Divisions of' early American litera ture. 
A. Colonial Period - 1607-1765 . 
B. Revolutionary Period - 1765-1800. 
2 . 
c . Period of f'irst nationa l writers - 1800-1833. 
Liter a ture of' each period trea ted under f'ollowing 
heads: 
A. Prose. 
n. Verse. 
C. Drama . 
X. Litera ture developed in North earlier than in 
south. 
XI. Historica l Deve lopment of early Ameri can litera-
XI I • 
tur e. 
A. Puritanism. 
B. Rea l ism tendin,g towards Puritanism. 
c . Idealism tending towards humor. 
Writers of Colonial Period - 1607-1765 who have 
1m trio tic note • 
.A . Prose. 
1 • Bradf'ord 
• 
• 
• 
3 • 
a. "History o:f Plymouth Plantation." 
(1) Characteristics. 
(a) Cl ear account of' early settlementg. 
(b) Clear portrayal of Indian character. 
(e) Shows directness, simpl icity, ea r-
nestness, sincerity, and , above all, 
hwnanitl o:f c olonists. 
2. Winthrop. 
a. Hi stor•y of New Engl and f' rom 1630-1649." 
(1) Speech on Liberty. 
(a) Authority of' ma gistrates • 
(b) Liberty of people. 
3. Samuel Sewall. 
a. "Diary." 
b. "The Selling of Jose ph." 
(1) First antislavery tract. 
c. Significant f'acts of' Sewell's lif'e. 
4. Cotton Mather. 
a. 11 Ma gnalia Christi Americana ." 
(1) Gives vivid descriptions of early New 
England. 
( 2 ) Books II and III pa tri otic because they 
recount the cleeds of colonia l heroes • 
b. "Essa ys to Do Good" had a powerful influ-
ence over life of Benjamin Franklin. 
• 
• 
4. 
5. Jonathan Edwards. 
a. "The Freedom of the Will.rt 
General tone su t..~gestive of independent 
spirit t hat was growing. 
(1) Gave occasion to Holmes for writing 
"One-Hoss Shay." 
6. Denjamin Franldin. 
a. Characteristics. 
(1} Encouraged common sense and thrirt. 
(2) Had high ideals in political matters. 
(3) Had keenly intellectua l mind which pro-
duced varied bene:rits for his country-
men. 
b. Vforks. 
(1) "Autobiogr aphy." 
-t 
a The corner stone of American liter-
ature. 
(2) "Poor Ric harcl's Almanac." 
I 
a Taught people to be frugal, industrious 
and prudent. 
c. Value to country. 
(1) As statesman s ignecl his name to the :rour 
most i~mportant docun1ents of his age. 
(2) Served his country a t home and abroad • 
(3) His scientific works benefited whole 
world. 
(4) His lire valuable as an example of in-
• 
• 
• 
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dustry, practicality, thrirt, perserverance 
and human sympathy. 
d. His life emphasized an important American 
principle. 
(1) The incl ividual has a right in .America to 
rise superior to his environment. 
B. Verse - 1607-1765. 
1. Reason ror lack of development. 
2. Writers. 
a. Anne Bradstreet. 
{1) Nature of works • 
(a) First one to give .American landscape. 
(b) Most of works rerlect English l andscape. 
(c) Important worlr reflect i ng American en-
vironment. 
t 
1 "Contemplations." 
(d) Influenced descendants. 
I 
1 Holmes, Dana, Philips, The Channings, 
etc. 
b • .Michael Wi gglesworth. 
(1) Work. 
(a) "The Day of Doom." 
t 
1 Reflects ruggeclness of New' England, and 
the aus terity of t he times. 
2 1 Uses characteri stic logic of period. 
-· 
• 
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6. 
c. Drama - 1607-1765. 
1. Value of Drama in interpretation of human 
life. 
2. What is Amer•ican Drama'? 
a. Characteristics of American drama. 
3 . First American drama. 
a . "The Prince of Parthia." 
(1) American note found here. 
(a) courage vrrung from despair. 
(b) Clear character drawing. 
(2) Value of • 
(a) starting point for f'uture develop-
. ment of' drama. 
Revolutionary Period - 1765-1300. 
A. Historical Background . 
1. Growth of' Spirit of Independence. 
2. Stamp act and other acts. 
3 . Declaration of Independence. 
B. Change in literary foPm from religious and 
historical to political in both prose and verse. 
c. Authors. 
1. James Otis 
a. speech against British "Right of search." 
2 . Pa tricl: Henry. 
a. Famous Liberty speech. ---
(1) Caused people to fight for their rights. 
• 
D. 
• 
3. Thomas Paine. 
a. Teaching - "America must ~ fre.~." 
b. "Common sense." 
c~ "The Crisis." 
7. 
(1) Kept alive spirit of Independence and 
gave hopeful note for future. 
4. Declaration o:f Independence. 
Pri11cipally the worl{ of' Thomas Jefferson. 
a. Doctrine of the "rights of man." 
b. Establishes American ideal s of' hope, 
liberty and justice . 
Songs and Ballads. 
1. Value - People's poetry. 
2 . "The Liberty Song." - John Dicldnson. 
a. Memorable sentiment - "By uniting we 
stand, by dividing we fall." 
3. "Battle of the Kegs" -Francis Hopkinson. 
a. Satire on fear of British soldiers over 
kegs of powcler sent f'loating down wi.th 
the tide. 
4. "Columbia" - Timothy Dwight. 
a. Chief sentiment: 
"Colul!!bia, Columbia, to glory arise, 
'l'he queen o:f the world, and child of 
the sides." 
• 
• 
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5. "The Blasted Herb." 
a. Relat i ve to discontinuance o:f use o:f tea. 
6. "Bal l ad o:f Nathan Hale." 
H. Has some truly poetic lines . 
b. Eulogy o:f this hero. 
7. "Yankee Doocne." 
a. Fame still preserved. 
E. Verse. 
1. Character. 
a. Extremely pa tr·iot ic; much is satirical • 
2. Works . 
a. "The Columbiad .• " - Joel Barlow. 
(1) Teems with patriotism. 
(a) Extols Washingt on . 
(b) Shows jus t pride in country . 
(c) Gives IJrophecy applicable to !)resent 
conditions which aim at a Federation 
of Nations and Universa l Peace. 
b. Poems of Philip Freneau. 
(1) Background o:f Poems :round in early lif'e 
of author. 
(2) Nature Poems. 
(a) "The Wild Honeysuckle." 
(b) "To a Honey Dee." 
(c) 11 To a Caty-Did." 
(d) "May to April." 
• 
• 
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(3:) Poems interpreting I ndian character. 
(a) " The Indian Student ." 
(b) "The Dying Indian." 
(c) "Indian Burying Ground ." 
(4) Miscellaneous Poems. 
(a) "The Pyramids of' Egypt ." 
(5) War Poems. 
(a) "The Rising Glory of .America." 
1~ Shows prophetic vision . 
(b) "The British Prison Ship ." 
(c) "To I-Iis Excellency General Washing-
(d) 
(e) 
ton." 
"Libera Nos , Domine." 
"General Gage's Soliloquy." 
t 
1. Shows scorn and contempt :for Gage. 
(:f) "At Eutaw Springs." 
t 
1. Dirge o:f t he heroes. 
(6) Longest and most care:fully written 
poems. 
(a) "The House o:r Night." 
(b) "The Jamaica Funeral. " 
(c) "The Beauties of Santa Cruz." 
(d) "The British Prison Ship." 
Fiction - 1765-1800 . 
1. Chief' RelJrescnta ti ve - Charles Drockcl.en 
Brown. 
• 
• 
• 
2. Principal works. 
a. "Wieland ." 
b • "Ormund • " 
c. "Arthur Mervyn~" 
d. "Edgar Huntly." 
e. "Clara nowarcl. 
f. "Jane Talbot." 
3. Characteristics. 
10 . 
a. First American writer to make literature 
his profession. 
b. Inspired Hawthorne, Poe, etc • 
c. Chose American scenery and Americe,.n char-
acters. 
d. Introduced .the mysterious a nd weird through 
ventriloquism, sleep-walking , etc. 
e. Original treatnent of subject. 
f. Outline of story "Edgar Huntly." 
G. Drama - 1765-1800. 
1. "Ponteach. 11 
a. Ref'lects Indian life - native theme. 
2. 11 The Disappointment or The Force of Credulity."-
Andrew Barton. 
a. Scene l a i d in Philadelphia . 
b. Ridicules hunts f'or buried pi:ra tes' treasure. 
3. "The Group." - Mrs. Mercy Warren. 
a. Brings out scorn of British. 
• 
• 
• 
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b. Shows "the do or die"spirit o:f the Americans. 
4. "The Battle of Bunker's Hill." 
a. One written by Bracl-cenriclge and the other by 
Burk. 
(1) Both show tremen1l ous effect of Battles of 
Concord, IJexington and :Bunker's Uill on 
both sides. 
5. "The Death o:f General Montgomery." - Bracken-
ridge. 
a. Shows pert'idy, treachery, crue 1 ty and coward-
ice of British • 
b. Has much local color. 
c. Shows also moral ef'fect of Lexington and Bun-
l{er' s Hill • 
6. "The Fall of' British Tyratmy." - John JJeacock. 
a. English Ministry and British Commanders in A-
merica held up to ridicule. 
7. "Colmnbia a nd Britannia." 
Shows how amicabl e spirit of' colonies turns 
under oppression to resistance \Vhich leads to 
Independence. 
8. "The Politician Out-witted." - Samuel Low. 
Plot has :for backgrount1 s plit on accept ance of' 
Constitution. 
9. "The Father or American Shandyism." 
a. Again reference to Bunker's Hill and the new 
• 
• 
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Constitution. 
10. "The Contrast." - Royall Tyl et•. 
a. Ent irely American exce pt in form. 
b. Satir e on those who import t heir manners and 
f a s hions from England . 
c. Introduces sta ge Yankee f or f i rst time. 
t 
11. "Andre" by William Dunlap. 
a. Full of patriotism and loyalty. 
b. Washingt on a character while still alive. 
(1) Looks with bright hope for success. 
t 
c. Andre really pictured as a hero • 
12 . tt Mai"ion , or, The Hero of' La ke George." 
a. Features Revolutionary War. 
b. Marion - t he type of true American patriot. 
H. Sunmmry of period. 
1. Introducing Washingt on ' s "Farewell Acldress ." 
Period of 1800-1333 
A. Genera l Characteristics. 
1. Nationa l expansion. 
2 . Increased s pirit of democracy. 
3. War of' 1312. 
4 . "Era of Good Feeling ." 
5. Growt h of various enterpri ses - social and in-
6 . New spiri t i n literature voiced by Irving , Coope:r, 
Bryant, and others. 
• 
• 
• 
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n. works. 
1. Nationa l Songs. 
a. "star-spangled Banner." - Francis Scott Key • . 
b. "American Flag" - Dralce • 
c. "Warren's Address to The American Soldiers." 
d. "Marco nozzar•is" 
-
Halleck . 
e. "On the Dea th or Joseph'· Rodman Drake" 
Halleck. 
f. "Home sweet Home" -Payne. 
g. "The Old Oaken Bucltet" - Wood~rorth. 
h. "Woodman, Spare That Tree" - Morris • 
i. "A Visit From St. Nicholas• - Moore. 
j. "The Culprit Fay• -Drake • 
2. Dramas. 
' 
a. "The Indian Princess." 
(1) First version of Pocahontas Story. 
(2) True characterization of Indian. 
b. "She Would Be a Soldier." 
(1) Shows spirit of true American girl. 
(2) Background - "Plains of Ch:Lppewa. • 
(3) Shows the merciful, and sympathetic 
-
atti-
tude of Americans in contrast to the 
cruel attitude of Indians • 
(4) Use of ~erm "Yankee Doodle." 
c. "superstition." 
(1} Theme - Witchcraft. 
• 
• 3. 
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d. "Charles the Second." 
(1) Shows little of' distinct American value. 
e. "The Triumph at Plattsburg .• 
(1) Native theme - War of' 1812. 
(2) Native Setting. 
(3) Shows American sympathy and appreciation. 
f. •pocahontas." 
(1) Another Pocahontas Story. 
(2) Similar to "Indian Princess ." 
(3) Shows steadf'astness of Indian and pride 
in his country • 
Major writers of Period. 
a. Irving. 
(1) Distinctly American. 
· ( 2) Shows broad bum01 ... 
(3) Traits revealed in "Sketch Book," .Knicker-
bocker's History of Rew York~ etc. 
b. James Fenimore Cooper. 
(1) Gave American literature prestige abroad. 
(2) Patriotic element strongest in his works. 
(3) Principal works. 
(a) "The Prairie." 
(b) *'T)le Pi oneers." 
(c) 8 The Pathf'inder." 
(d) "The Deerslayer .. " 
(e) "The Last of the Mohicans." 
• 
• 
• 
(f) "The Pilot.• 
(g) "The Red Rover." 
(h) "The Spy • tt 
(4} Outline of Last o:f Mohicans. 
c. William Cullen Bryant. 
(1) Poet o:f nature. 
(Z) National in his interpretation. 
15 • 
(3) Fond of vastness and massiveness of 
nature. 
(4) Skil~ul in pDrtraying even the common-
place in nature • 
(5) Writer of noteworthy patriotic poems. 
d. Daniel Webster. 
(1} America's greatest orator. 
4. summary o:f Period • 
• The Patriotic Note in Early American Literature. 
"Westward the course of' Empire takes its way, 
The first four acts already past, 
A "fifth shall close the drama with the day; 
Time's noblest offspring is the last." 
1 • 
Just as a tree carries with it the rings of' its past 
growth, so did our ancestors bring with them to this new 
continent well developed literary ideas enriched with the 
traditions and :facts not alone of' Englancl but of all the 
countries whose civilization antedated that of England. 
Since the human race is vitally one, that which manifests 
itsel:f as eminent or best in any one branch is somehow con-
nected lfith other branches o:f the connnon body, as the top-
most branch of a tree bears life ·that is due, in part, to 
the health and fidelity of the juices in the roots. 
When our forefathers first settled here they had as 
their inheritance the English language, English literature 
and Engl:lsb civilization. 
"Fror1 age to age man's still aspiring spirit 
Fincls wider scope ancl sees with clearer · eyes. 
And thou in larger measure dost inherit 
Whai; made thy great :forerunners :free and wise." 
It j_s my purpose to trace how this inheri tanoe bas 
been used with profit to create a note in literature that is 
,.. 
• 
• 
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d.istinctly American. American literature may .be defined 
as an artistic expression or lire - a fitness of experi-
ence to experience - an interpretation of life, national, 
individual, political, and social. I shall use the term 
American literature in its ordinary acceptation as litera-
ture of the United States, just as the American Flag is 
understood to mean "The stars and stripes." 
Amer•ican literature from the very beginning has dif-
fered from the literature of any other country Qecause it 
has no shadowy past of folic lore or rude chant or primi-
tive epic. Those who settled this new realm bad passed 
far beyond the stage of development which makes such cre-
ations possible. Whereas the first literary attempts of 
the older nations have been through the medium or verse, 
our beginnings were historical records written, as Brad-
rord says, "in a plain style, with singular regard unto 
the simple truth in all things." 
A changed environment, the varying problems a11d i-
deals of the new lif'e, the changed 1vays or gaining a live-
lihood, the dif'ferenee in climate, animals, and scenery, 
and, at length, the struggles leading to the Revolution-
ary War all combined to give individuality to American 
thought. American literature, accordingly, began to de-
velop along original lines and thus convey a message of' 
its own to the world. 
Devotion to the message or idea which a nation is 
• 
• 
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.called to typify is the highest form of patriotism. The 
patrioti:3m that is a virtue, and that ennobles character, 
is a spirit of devotion to one's country :for purposes o:f 
enlighte1ned benefit. It is :fostered by Christian prin-
ciples, and it draws to its aid the resources of genius. 
It is a ,constructive quality, which quickens the intel-
lect by its love o:f country to zealous ambition to im-
prove and raise it higher. 
One of the most essential :forces in the promotion of 
patriotism is imagination. It comprehends bills, streams, 
mountains, plains, and valleys in a broad conception and 
from all the life of the past ancl the vigor and noble ten-
dencies o:f the present it individualizes the clestiny and 
personi:fies the spirit o:f the land and then makes its vow 
to that. It is pledged to the idea which its country rep-
resents. It glories in its countl'·y :for what it has been 
in the past, for what it is at the present, and particu-
larly :for \'that it · may be. It is the :forward-looking 
thought which elevates patriotism. 
It seems to be a part o:f the Divine plan that each 
country tsboul£1 wear a peculiar ideal physiognomy. Three 
things are plainly indicated in the characteristics and 
position o:f our country as part o:f the Divine intention. 
Gocl placed us on a :fresh continent separated by oceans 
:from the· ambition and inter:ference o:f the Old World to let 
us learn the lesson o:f unity and peace. 
• 
• 
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we bave a land so rich in natural resources as to be a 
:field o:f supply :for the world. Our streams are invitations 
to the wheels of indust!Y· With a vast territory thus sup-
plied with all that heart or mind can desire there has been 
no incenti.ve :for the acquisition of territory. It seems 
rather as i:f we had been destined to the pursuit of the arts 
and all varieties of industry. 
Our forefathers came here with the spirit of liberty 
strongly tngrafted in their natures. In the Mayflower eom-
pact they established the idea of political equality and of 
t be citizen superior to the state. For the culture and ad-
vancement o:f the citizen the state was to exist. Therefore, 
it seems the destiny of our country as its mission to develop 
to the utmost of its capacity peace, progressive institutions, 
industry, and cultured freedom. 
The glory of the :foundation of our land was in the es-
tablisrUllen.t of a principle, . the glory o:f its history must 
consist in the un:folding and the promulgation of that prin-
ciple. 
The patriotic note which we shall look for, then, in A-
merican Literature is the reflection of .American scenery in 
its varied. boundless forms, the bringing forth o:r the noble 
qualities and robust deeds o:f the sons o:f America, slcilled in 
commerce and industry, valorous in war, and prosperous in 
peace. We must take note o:f the marked nobility of will and 
mind that have motivated :for righteousness and democracy and 
• 
5. 
be alert to catch traces of' the spirit of dignity and of lib-
erty which constitute the principal elements of our national 
life, which has been one c.ont'inuous movement of progress to-
wards national unity, finding expression in th~ "E pluribus 
unum" of our country's motto. 
The history and literature of our country must go hand 
in hand, for they both come rrom the same source. To under-
stand the literatt~e we must appreci&te its vital connection 
with the history of the Ameri can pe011le. 
For convenience, I shall divide early American litera-
ture into three periods: 
The f'irst, or Colonial period, extends from 1607, when 
the earliest permanent English settlement was foundecl at 
Jamestmm, to 1765, when the stamp act and other causes of 
political disagreement began to alienate the colonists from 
the mother country. 
The second, or Revolutionary period, rrom 1765 to 1800, 
covers the time in which the American people were becoming 
independ.ent both in government ancl in spirit • 
The third period, from 1800 to ~833, brought forth the. 
first group of American writers who won general recognition 
abroad. 
Bach of these divisions is characterized by individual 
tendencies. 
In each of these three periods I shall treat the liter-
ature under the f'ollowing heads: 
6. 
1. Prose, including historical, biographical, reli-
gious, .political works. 
0 
v . 
Verse. 
Drama. 
The Colonial period divides itself naturally into two 
subperio(ls • In the first of these periods, the writings 
were produced almost wholly by men who had been born and ed-
ucated in England, and had emigrated to the colonies; in 
the later period, the American writers were born and most of 
them educated in this country. 
The early settlers of America came from England at two 
distinct :periods in her history, which were characterized by 
different intellectual and social conditions. Naturally, 
therefore, they estE>.blished in the nmv wo-rld two distinct 
types of civilization. The settlers who came to Virginia 
in 1607 w1ere gentlemen brought up in the glory of the Eliza-
some of them had come to America in the spirit 
of adventure, others to retrieve broken fortunes. Their 
purpose on this continent was not to establish settled homes, 
but to gain wealth and to return to England. The Pilgrims, 
on the other hand, who settled in Plymouth in 1620, and the 
Puritans, who established the Massachusetts Bay Colony a few 
years latl(!r, came from England wben it was strongly swayed by 
Puritan influence. They were stern men of strong principles, 
lovers of freedom, exiles, seeking in an unknown and inhospi-
table land a place where they could establish permanent homes, 
live independent lives, and worship God in their own way. 
They were inspired not by dreams of wealth, but by dreams 
of freedom. 
"Well worthy to be magnified are they 
Who, with sad hearts, of friends and country took 
A last farewell, their loved abodes f'orsook, 
And hallowed ground in which their Fathers lay; 
Then to the new-found world explored their way, . 
That so a church, unforced, uncalled to broolr 
Ritual restraints, within some sheltering nook 
Her Lord might worship and His word obey 
In Freedom." 
With neither the settlers or the North nor of' the 
south were conditions favorable to the development of lit-
erature. Those of the North had to :face Herculean labor 
absorbing every energy and taxing to the utmost their 
powers of effort and endurance. Forests bad to be cut 
down, houses built, the land cleared f'or garden plots, and 
the wild beasts and savages subdued. 
little time to spend in writing books. 
They had, thererore, 
The southern col-
onists clid not have so many hardships .to face, but they 
did not settle in village communities favorable to liter-
ary development. Choosing plantations widely separated, 
they lived a life in the open close to nature and devoted 
to outcloor exercise, but not disposed to study and ref'lec-
t-ion. They developed a literature more slowly than the 
northern colonists. However di~~erent the settlements 
were 1 all the colonists were welded together and became 
American. 
8. 
William Renton, in speaking o~ the American charac-
ter, says, "We may assume that the basis o:f the American 
character is :first, Puritanism; and second, realism; with 
a tendency on the part o:f the :first to develop into ideal-
ism, and o:f the second into humor.n 
Pur:ltanism and realism are, then, the two :foundation 
roclcs of American literature. Idealism comes ~rom the 
Pilgrim element. 
The historical development of early American litera-
ture fol l ows in this scheme of succession: 
1. Puritanism culminating in Jonathan Edwards. 
2 . Realism tending towards Puritanism, as seen in 
Benjamin Fraruclin and William Cullen Bryant. 
3. Idealism tendine towards hmnor, as observed in 
Irving, Cooper, and Poe. 
In a life o:f activity so varied and so strenuous as 
the colonists led, when little energy could be spared :for 
writing , naturally the early literary attempts would be 
confined to historical and biographical material. Those 
who were laying the foundations of an ideal connnonwealth 
that should be ruled by God's law rather than by man's 
law would desire to make permanent records of their deeds. 
the earliest and best of the colonial chronicles to embody 
the American note was the "History o:f Plymoutl! Plantation." 
by nradforcl, whom Tyler calls "the :father of American his-
tory." 
In the simplicity, directness, earnestness, sincerity, 
and humanity o:f Bradford's work the spirit of America is 
reflected. His style is suggestive of the ruggedness of 
the section in \Vhich he and his companions lived. The 
life and environment of tlle Nevr England settlers and their 
intercourse with the Indians is trut:h:rully and simply por-
trayed with particular charm since the author wrote not to 
pass his work on but simply to record faithfully the condi-
tions under which they lived. 
In speaking of . t heir first acquaintance with the In-
dians, Bradford gives one of the causes which later result-
ed in· strife. "These people are ill affected towards the 
English, by reason or one Hunt, a master of a ship, who de-
ceived the people, and got them under colour of truking with 
them, twentie out or this very place where we inhabite, and 
seaven men from the Nausites, and carried them away, and 
sold them ror slaves, lilre a wretched man (:for 20 pound a 
man) that cares not wha t mischie:fe be doth ror his profit." 
His description or the Indians as they _first appeared 
is clear cut and realistic. "On this day came againe the 
Savage, and brought with him five other tall proper men, 
they bad every man a Deeres skin on him, and the principal! 
• 
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Qr them bad a wild Cats skin, or such like on the one arme; 
they bad most or them long bosen up to their groynes, close 
made; and above their groynes to their wast another lea:th~ 
er, they 'vere altogether like the Irish-trouses; they are 
of complexion like our English Gipseys, no haire or very 
little on their races, on their beads long haire to their 
shoulders, onely cut berore some trussed up berore with a 
:feather, broad wise, like a :fanne, another a fox tayle 
hanging out." 
Again, in recording the particulars or the settlement 
at Merry Mount, he tells at some length of the misdemean-
ors or one Morton who had "more craft than honestie." He 
recounts his setting Ull "a May-pole, drinking and dancing 
aboute it many days togeather, inviting the Indian women, 
for their consorts, dancing and frisldng togi ther (like 
so many fairies, or furies rather,) and worse practises." 
He continues to picture Morton's lawless prodigality, 
his provicling the Indians with powder antl guns so that 
they became more formidable than ever to the colonists, 
until finally a force under Captain Standish was sent to 
take him. He was brought to Plymouth and sent back to 
England, but returned again the next year. Then, as if 
chiding himself f'or what he had written, he added, "But I 
have been too long aboute so unworthy a person, and bad a 
cause." 
The humanity or the colonists, Bradford Lmmortalizes 
• 
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.in the lines which tell of the help the English gave to the 
Indians stricken with smallpox. "The condition of' this 
people was so lamentable, and they fell down so generally 
of' this disease, as they \vere not able to help one another; 
no, not to make a fire, nor to fetch a little water to 
driru(e, nor any to bury the dead; but would strive as 
long as they could, and lvhen they coulcl procure no other 
means t o make a fire , they would burn the wooden trayes and 
dishes, and their very bowes and arrowes. And some would 
crawle out on all fours to gett a little water, and some-
times die by the way, and not be able to gett in againe. 
But those of' the English house, though at first they were 
afraid of the infection, yet seeing their woeful condition 
and hearing their . pitiful cries, had compassion on them, and 
dayly fetched them wood and water, and made them fires; got 
them victuals whilst they lived, and buried them when they 
died.----------- And this mercie which they shewed them was 
kindly taken, and thankfully acknowledged of all the Indians 
that knew or heard of the same." 
This note of humanity has from the be ginil:ing of' Ameri-
can settlement been dominant. In this incident we note, 
too, the gratitude of the Indian for a serv:ice done. 
Passing on :from Bradf'ord we meet with Winthrop another 
historian. Hi s contribution to patriotic literature is a 
speech on liberty, which embodies the f'undamental princi-
ples of our government. The speech is Winthrop ts defense 
• 
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before the general court, when charged with exceeding his 
official authority as deputy-governor. This speech is a-
mong the writings of his "History of New England ~ 1630-
1649. After be has made a very telling introduction he 
speaks of the great questions that have troubled the coun-
try - t he authority of the magistrates ancl the liberty of 
the people. On the first question he shows that the ma g-
istrates are chosen by the people from their number - men 
subject to the same passions as the people in general. 
They are required to take an oath to govern and juclge the 
causes oT t he people by the rules of God's law and their 
own, a ccorcling to their best slrill. With a clear illus-
tration he makes his point. "When you a gree with a work-
man to build you a ship or a bouse, etc., be unflertakes as 
well for his skill as for his faithfulness, for it is his 
profession, ancl you pay him for both. But when you call 
one to be a magistrate, he doth not profess nor undertake 
to have sufficient skill for that office, nor can you fur-
nish him with gifts, etc., therefore, you must run the haz-
ard of h1s skill and ability. nut- if he fail in faithful-
ness, which by his oath he is bound unto, that he must an-
swer for .. " 
As to the second question - the liberty of the people -
he recognizes two kinds of liberty·, natura l and civil or 
federal. The first is connnon to man with beasts, aml other 
creatures . 1\Ian has liberty to do wha t he wishes - lilJerty 
• 
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to do evil as well as to do good. This liberty, however, 
is not consistent with authority and can not endure re-
straint. The pursuit of this liberty makes men worse 
than beasts. The other kind of liberty he calls civil 
or federal, which may also be termecl moral, in reference 
to t he covenant between God and man in the mora l law, and 
the politic covenan,ts and constitutions amongst men them-
selves. He says, "This liberty is the proper end and 
object of authority and cannot subsist without it; and 
it is a liberty to do tha t only which is good, just, and 
honest • This liberty you are to stand for, with the haz-
arcl not only of your goods, but of your lives, if need be." 
As we continue our quest of the patriotic element in 
early American literature we meet a figure best recognized 
by l'fhittier' s description: 
"Stately ancl slow, lVith thoughtful air, 
His black cap hiding his whitened hair, 
Walks the Judge of the great Assize, 
Samuel Sewall, the good and wise. 
His face with lines of firnmess wrought, 
He wears the look of a man unbought, 
Who swears to his burt and changes not; 
Yet touched and softened, nevertheless, 
With a grace of Christia.n gentleness; 
The face that a child lrould climb to kiss, 
• 
':frue and tender ancl brave and just, 
That man might honor and woman trust." 
14. 
samuel Sewall is remembered for three reasons: for his 
unique "Diary'! which contains the raw material of worthy 
literature; for "The Selling or Joseph11 , published in 1700, 
which is the first antislavery tract written in America; and 
:ror his part in condemning nineteen persons to death :ror 
witchcra:r.t at Salem. o:r this act he a:rterward repentecl, 
and made a public confession o:r the error of his judgment. 
Herein l:les tl1e American note - the strong sense of justice 
which causes a man who has committed an error to confess and 
to make all possible amends. 
Samuel sewali ma y be looked upon as a real American 
since he came to this countl"Y at the age of nine, was edu-
cated at Harvard College, and then turned his attention to 
law. Later he was a judge o:r the superio·r court :ror twen-
ty-nine years, and chief-justice :ror ten years. He worked 
for higher education, was opposed to slavery, had a kindly 
feeling for the Indians and favored their education. He 
was an early advocate or the rights or women. 
In his :Little tract "The Selling o:r Joseph" he antici-
pated the great slave evil ancl argued against it, thus 
sounding the American note of persona l liberty. 
In the colonial life of our fore:rathers religion was 
the leading impulse and the chief interest. For religious 
freedom they had left their homes to settle in an untried 
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oountry. The clergy, there~ore, occupied a leading place 
in the political as well as in the religious li~e. They 
were promoters o:f popular education; '\fherever there was a 
clergyman, there was invariably a school -. To them the 
love of liberty was very strong ~or they declared they 
would r a ther be ":free among the dead than slaves among the 
living." Much of the intellectual strength of t he colo-
nies w·ent into the writing of ecclesiastical works. such 
a work is the "Magnalia Christi Americana" of Cotton Math-
er. This work has proved a treasure house for writers of 
a later period . Nowhere in all American literature can 
we :find more vivid description of early New Englancl and 
the life of its colonizers. ~lather's genera l view point 
in this ·rmrk was religious. God and country fill its 
pages. He says he has written the Magnalia "For the love 
o~ my country and the greater glory of' God." 
. 
In Books II and III of' the Magnalia .Mather has written 
history in the most attractive, patriotic ~orm; for he has 
told us the :.·, story of the early clergy, magistrates, gover-
nors, and ,clerical graduates o:f Harvard who fashioned the 
history of early New England . Surely a work that pictures 
a country's heroes is ideally patriotic. Of his heroes he 
says, "Their souls are in Heaven; their names also should 
be written there." He writes, 11 I please mysel~ that there 
will yet be found among the sons of New England those young 
gentlemen by whom the copies given in this history shall be 
• 
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written again; and. that saying _of old Chaucer be remembered: 
rTo do the gentle deeds,- that makes the gentleman.' " 
The lives of these heroic Americans he held up as inspira-
tion to succeeding generations. We observe in this work a 
new feature of colonial life. The land which had been to 
them a refuge now became their homeland or fatherlano_, for 
here were the remains of their honored dead. From earliest 
times the tombs of their ancestors have been sacred to people, 
and these tombs have inspired the loftiest patriotism. To 
be driven from the graves of their ancestors was the great-
est humiliation that could befall them. Through this uni-
versal truth Mather made a strong appeal to the loyalty of 
the descendants of the departed heroes. The second and 
the third books of the;; Magna lid', therefore, are our first 
book of heroes, and spread a halo about American patriotism. 
Mather' s"Elssays to Do Good" were a powerfu_l inf'luence 
on the life of Benjamin Franklin. He performed a seconcl 
patriotic service, therefore, when he thus helped to molcl 
Franklin for the service of' his country. 
In the year af'ter the publication of' the "Magnalia", 
Jonathan Edwards, one o:f the most conspicuous figures in 
early ~iterary ArJerica, and its greatest exponent of thought 
anc1 character was born. 
"In the church of' the wilderness Edlfards 1frought, 
Shaping his creed at the forge . of' thought; 
And. with Thor's own hammer welded and bent 
• 
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The iron links of his argUTtlCnt, 
Which strove to grasp in its mighty span 
The purpose of God and the fate of man." 
17 • 
Early in lif'e, Edwards rormed a series or resolutions 
which governed his life. Three of these resolutions bring· 
out his remarkable strength: 
"To live with all my might, while I do live ." 
" Never to do anything, which, if I should see in an-
other, I should count a just occasion to des11ise him ror, 
or to t hink any way t he more meanly or him." 
ttNever, henceforward, till I die, to act as if I were 
any way my own, but entire ly and altogether God's." 
As a writer, Jonathan Eldl7ards won fame in t hree 
fields. He is (1) America•s greatest metaphysician, (2) 
her greatest theologi an , ancl (3) a unique interpreter of 
t he univ-erse as a manifestation of the Divine love. He 
made a wonderful reputation for clear and logical thinking . 
In his book on uThe Freedom g! ~ Will," he maintained 
t hat man is not a free agent, that he may not make a free 
choice between right and wrong, but must do what God has 
deci(led beforehand he shall do. This work prompted the 
writing of Holmes's "One-Boss Shay." 
In many or his works Edwards shows poetic inspiration. 
His main American note is his idealism. 
'l'he following quotation shows his interpretation of 
the Divine love: 
• 
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~When we behold the fragrant rose and lily, we see His 
love and purity. So the green trees and fields and sing-
ing of birds are the emanations of His i1~inite joy and 
benignity. The easiness and naturalness of trees and 
vines are shadow·s of His beauty and loveliness." 
In marked contrast to Jonathan Edwards is Benjamin 
Franklin, a man at once shrewd and practical, whose con-
cern lfas for the tangible outer world. In Franklin we 
have a combination of the realist and the idealist. 
Early in his career, real izing the necessity of a 
"must" to keep him in the straight path, he drew up a table 
of virtues, according to which he hoped to govern his life. 
In these virtues he gives us a glimpse of the idealist. 
Each night he went over his list. Often he saw that he h~d 
f'allen into some things he was not going to do. He was 
reminded. of a man who went to purchase an axe. He wished 
to have t he whole of its surf'ace as bright as the edge. 
The merchant consented to grind it bright f or him if' he 
would turn the wheel. He turned, while the merchru1t 
pressed the broad :race or the axe hard and heavily on the 
stone. The man ceased turning the wheel every now ancl 
then to see how the \fOrk progi .. esscd. At length he said he 
would take his axe as it was. The merchant told him to 
keep on, that t hey "ould have it bright by ancl by - as yet 
it was "only speckled." "Yes," said t he man, "but I 
think I like a speclrled axe best." The sincerity and hu-
• 
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ma1mess or this incident appeal to us. 
Franklin couldn't keep all of his resolutions and 
so t hought he would go through life "speckled. ." He 
ho11ed "to be a little bit better today t han yesterday." 
After all, be thought, "A benevolent man s hould allow a 
few f aults in himself, to keep his friends in counte-
nancc." 
19 . 
The life of Benjamin Franldin is t he greatest study 
in Americanism and American pa triotism in our language. 
No other American bas ever served his countr y i n so many 
varied c~apacities a s he. His interest clrew him into 
business, politics, diplomacy, science, education, jour-
nalism, and litera ture. He signed his name to t he four 
most important documents of his century - The Declai•ation 
of Independence, the treaty of alliance with France, the 
treaty of peace with England at the close of the Revolu-
tionary War, and the Constitution of the United States. 
No other American has this cli stinction. 
In viewing his long list of benefactions for the 
connnonwea lth we :fincl that he started t he first subscrip-
tion library, organized the first fire de partment, im-
proved the posta l service, helped to pave ancl clean the 
streets , invented the Franklin stove, took steps toward 
improving education and :rounding the University of Penn-
sylvania, and helped establish a needed public hospital. 
His electrical studies gained him worhl-~ide fame. 
• 
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In lmsiness he succeeded by his industry antl thrif't. 
More than any other American, he has given us ideas of' 
connnon sense and sagacity in business dealings. As a 
supplement to his own active business methods, he gave 
advice in terse maxims, which he either made up or reset. 
He urges us to make money because, if we are prosperous 
people will respect us. 
"Nou that I have a sheep an<l a cow, 
Everybody bids me good-morrow." 
He declares that "a ploughman on his legs is higher 
than a gentleman on his knees." 
Franklin's reputation as a writer rests mainly on 
his "~~bi9$raphy", which has been called "The Corner 
stone of American Literature", and his "Poor Richard's 
Almanac • " 
The aim of "Poor Richard's Almanac" was to malce peo-
ple rrugal, industrious, and prudent. In the person of 
Poor Richard, Franklin has created for us a character who 
r anks with Leatherstooking ancl Uncle Remus among the en-
during creations of American literature. 
The Autobiography mves its charm partly to the sub-
ject matter, and partly to the easy, simple, natural, 
straightforward manner in which it was written. Because 
o:f its human interest, its historical bacJ!ground, and its 
strong ir~luence on the will power, it has become a 
• 
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classic. It is undoubtedly t he greatest autobiography or 
our language. It is the true record of the life or a 
s elf-made man, who by his own effort, became both learned 
and great. His leading attributes were simplicity, prac-
ticality, suggestiveness, and common sense. 
MattheW' Arnold said in 1884, "Franklin and Emerson 
are the most distinctively and honourably American or your 
writers; they are the most original and the most valuable." 
Franklin•s career is an exemplification or the dis-
tinctly American principle that one has a right to rise 
above his enviromnent • He set his mvn goal and lron it by 
his 0\'Tll errm·t • From a low·ly, obscure lad, by strength 
or character, by steady application, and by unremitting 
perseverance, he became not only a nationa l but an interna-
tional figure. He was the most representative .American or 
t he eighteenth century. 
Verse. 1607-1765 . 
Wordsworth tells us that "poetry is emotion recollect-
ed in tranquillity." Our fot•efat hers undoubtedly had ex-
perienced emotions sufficient to inspire poetry but up to 
1765 t he period of tranquillity had not presented itself . 
Besides, themes '\'fhich engrossed their attention were God, 
freedom, justice, duty, immortality. These themes were so 
lo:rty as to need a 1\fil ton to express them ancl a Mil ton is 
• 
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not 1Jorn in every generation. 
Only two writers have any claim to attention in this 
period by virtue of their verse - Anne Bradstreet and 
Michael Wigglesworth. 
Anne Bradstreet was the first writer in America to 
devote herself' seriously to poetry for its own sake. She 
was born and educated in England, under influences favor-
able for the growth or a literat .. y taste. At sixteen whe 
was married, and two years later went to her nmv home in 
the wild.erness or Massachusetts. She says her "heart 
rose" at first, against this change from an atmosphere of 
wealth and re~inement to a harsh pioneer life among In-
dians and wild beasts. Besides attending to her bouse-
bold duties and caring for eight children she found time 
to devote seriously to verse making. All sorts of dis-
couragements :faced her, not the least of which was the 
hostility of the times toward any effort of 1voman exerted 
outside the domestic realm. Of this feeling she makes 
us au·are when she begins to wr:i,te: 
"I am obnoxious to each carping tongue 
Who says my band a needle better fits," 
She shows true womanly tact by meeldy acknowledging 
man's superioritY · 
"Let Greeks be Greeks, and "·omen what they are, 
Men have precedency and still excel, 
• 
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It is but vain unjustly to wage war; 
Men can do best and women lmmv it well, 
Preeminence in all ancl each is yours, 
Yet grant some small acknowledgment of ours." 
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By this bit of flattery she was accorded her place in 
literature and received this word of commendation from no 
less a person than Cotton Mather, "Her verses are a monu-
ment to her memory beyond the stateliest marbles." 
There is an old German proverb which says "all good 
things come in three's". But to Anne Bradstreet, the for-
tunate number was evidently "four", for she wrote "The 
Four Constitutions," "Four Ages of Man," "Four seasons,of 
the Year," ancl"Four Monarchies." 
Her !' ·Four Seasons" was written seventeen or eighteen 
years be:rOI•e Thomson's "seasons" and is theref'ore not an 
imitation. She tells what she lias seen with her own eyes 
ancl f'elt with her own heart. It is not, however, .Ameri-
can nature that she describes but English, for her birds 
are nightingales and thrushes and her flowers primroses. 
She is, nevertheless, the first one to give us the .A.-
merican .lai:ldscape. In a shorter poem "Contemplations," . 
she giveB admirable descri11tions or nature with a true .A::-
merican note. As usual she reverts to the past and :falls 
i n to a meditation aroused by sights and sounds about her. 
The path has led to t he meadows, not far from the river, 
• 
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where 
"I heard the merry grasshopper then sing , 
Th;a black-clad cricket, bear a second part, 
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They Icept one tune ancl plaid on the same string, 
seeming to glory in their little Art. 
Shall creatures abject, thus their voices raise? 
Anc:l in t heir kind resouncl their maker's praise, 
Wh:ilst I as mute, can warbl_e :rorth no higher layes." 
She gives herself up without restraint to her mood 
and lets her imagination take a free flight. She con-
tinues in what is perhaps the best stanza, 
"The dawning morn with songs thou dost prevent, 
sets hundred notes unto thy :reathered crew, 
so each one tunes his pretty instrument, 
And warbling out the old, begin anew, 
And thus they pass their youth in stumner season, 
Then folio~ thee into a better Region, 
Where uinter's never felt by that sweet airy legion." 
Anne Bradstreet is worthy of attention -because she 
was a pioneer in American verse, aml because she passed 
on ber l:lterai"y qualities to her lineal descendants, 
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Richard. H. Dana, Wendell Phillips, 
and the Ohannings. 
In contrast to Anne Bradstreet who in her "Contempla-
tions" expres ses the gentler and sweeter element in New 
• 
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Epgland life we have Michael Wigglesworth who in his "The 
~ax of Q2~" presents the hard, severe, Puritan attitude 
so common in his day. 
"The Day of Doom" is as original and as thoroughly 
characteristic of New England as a Nelf England landscape. 
The meter in which it was written was absolutely new. It 
attractecl Robert Burns and he employed it in his "Holy 
Fair ." Among Americans it was the most popular boolr of 
the seventeenth century. It also attl'·acted most :favor-
able corument in England and Scotland. 
11 The Day of Doom" is a worthy contribution to .Ameri-
can literature because of its broad imagination and virile 
power. The poem opens with t he :fancied security of the 
slee1)ing sinnel''S after a night of revelry ·. At midnight 
there is a great noise, which rouses t he sleepers. God, 
"exalted high upon a lofty throne," calls aloud :ror the 
.dead to rise and come to judgment. The sepulchres open 
and . the dead come forth and gather around the throne. 
"Winged hosts" :rorcing "those creeping moles that hid them-
selves :ror :fear" to come to the dread tribunal. As they 
come up, the "Sheep," which are the righteous, are piacetl 
upon the right hand, ai1(l the "Goats," ... .All Whining Hypo-
crites," upon t he left. At last all al"0 assembled. God 
does not judge hastily. With patience he listens to the 
pleas of the wicked . But his decisions are inexorable. 
Only once, in the case of the babes who died without s a lva-
• 
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tion, does he seem inclined to show mercy. To these be 
pityingly assigns "the easiest room in hell." 
"A crime it is, therefore in bliss 
you may not hope to dwell; 
But unto . you I shall allow 
the easiest room in Hell." 
The wicked are all finally condemned and cast into 
the Lake of Fire. 
"With iron bands they bind their hands, 
and cursed feet together, 
And cas t them all, both great and small, 
into that Lalce for ever; 
Where day and night, 1vithout res pite, 
they wail, and cry, and howl, 
For tort'ring pain which they sustain 
i n Body and in Soul." 
This poem is another instance of the remarkable log-
ic in argument such as Jonathan Edwards displayed in his 
"The Freedom of the Will." 
• 
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Drama 1607-1765. 
"The proper study of manl<:ind is man.'' 
Drama reflects and illustrates the disposition of the 
people better than any other form of literature. Dramatic 
instinct is inborn in man. It cannot fail to assert it-
self when the quickening circumstances arise to call it 
forth, unless man's spirit be unnaturally bow·ed down be-
neath a weight of servitude. Drama affords a natural out-
let for a certain class of human feelings• Dramatic out-
bursts are invariably spontaneous, and before they can take 
place in any country, a suitable environment must first 
have arisen. 
"Time rushes o'er us; thick as evening clouds, 
Ages roll baclc: What calls them from their shrouds? 
What in full vision brings their good and great,-
The men whose virtues make the nation's fate; 
The far, :forgotten stars of human kind? 
The stage, - the mighty telescope of the mind!" 
What is American Drama? To this question we may for-
mulate the answer, American Drama is drama written by an A-
merican who has spiritually, mentally, and socially been 
subject to the charac~eristics of this country. It is 
stamped with peculiar humor and distinct character~drawing . 
.American Drama has certain unmistakable characteris-
tics. I note these characteristics as found in "The AlBer-
• 
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ican Dramatist" by Moses: 
1. The "square Deal." 
2. Action. 
3 . "Let the best man win." 
4. "To accept the worst that Fate can deal, and to 
wring courage from it instead of despair." 
5. "The indisputable right to rise above environ-
ment." 
6. sectional types. 
7. Directness. 
8. Practical imagination. 
9. Emotion. 
10. Sympathy. 
11. sense of htunor. 
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The first American drama on record is "The Prince of 
Parthia,lit written by Thomas Godfrey.· It was completed a-
bout 1762. This play is a tragedy written in blank verse. 
It conforms very closely to English models, having the reg-
ulation five acts, which are subdivided. It has not, bmf-
ever, either a prologue or an epilogue. The play has in it 
almost nothing that may be recognized as distinctly American. 
It shows unmistakable traces of Shakespeare and makes a con-
siderable display of rhetoric. The author was born in 
Philadelphia and educated in an English school in Philadel-
phia at a time lvben the colonies were subject to Englaml. 
He died two years bef'ore the controversy over the Stamp Act. 
• 
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It is not sul'•prising, therefore, that his play should be dom-
inated by English atmosphere. It is most interesting as a 
beginning :from which American Drama developed. 
The play has a triple theme; 1) Love - the love of 
Artabanus and his two sons f'or the Arabian Captive Evanthe; 
2 ) Inorcl:lnate ambition for power and influence such as we 
observe · :tn Shakespeare's Macbeth. Vardanes desires to be 
king even at the sacrifice o:f human life; 3) Jealousy, seen 
in Thermusa, Artabanus, and Vardanes. The author bas chosen 
a :foreign setting for he lays his scene in Asia :Minor. The 
names of the characters and the atmoshpere of' the play are 
distinctly oriental. 
The triumph of Arsaces is suggestive of the play Julius 
Caesar. Vardanes resembles Cassius in his insidious nature, 
and Macbeth in his unworthy ambition. The appearance of the 
ghost suggests Hamlet and there is a typical Romeo and Juliet 
ending. 
Arsaces, son of Artabanus, King of Parthia, has just re-
t urned :from a successful campaign against Arabia. Arsaces 
has a wicked brother 7 Vardanes, who hates the elder prince 
"For standing 'twixt him and the hope of' empire." 
From this point on the story is a tragedy or ambition and 
jealousy. During the tragedy Arsaces and most of his rami-
ly are sacrificed. Only a younger brother and a general of' 
Arsaces, Bazaphernes, remain. Bazaphernes is about to t ake 
his own lif'e when Gotarzes whom he loves bids him: 
• 
"Live - My heart is wrung with streaming anguish, 
Tore with the s marting pangs of woe, yet, will I 
Dare to live, and stem misfortune's billows." 
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This, together with the dist:inct character-dra"tring, is 
the only real .American note in . the play. Gotarzes wrings 
courage rather than despair from the cruel acts of Fate. 
Revolutionary Period 1765~1800. 
By the end of the Colonial Period the great religious 
domination o:r the colonists began to waver. The church 
and state had been one and inseparable. Now, however,. the 
people began to live under more con~ortable conditions. 
Life in America was becoming more diversified. Many ave-
nues besides theology were opening up for trai ned minds. 
Their material prosperity brought with it a desire for pow-
er and gradually there arose a separation of church and 
state. The masses were becoming more keenly intellectual. 
As Edmund Burke said i n his "Conciliation Speech" "In no 
country, perhaps, in the world, is the law so general a 
study." Strong characters from the masses who were con-
vinced that they were living under a government that was UR-
just, devoted their best energies to arousing their country-
men to break away from this gov.ermnent and establish one un-
der which their material welfare could advance. 
Perhaps at no time in a country's history have causes 
developed so rapidly to results as they did in America in 
• 
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,the eighteenth century. The history unfolds itselr like a 
drama. nut unlike the English drama with its conventional 
rive acts this drama has a new note - it is "A Patriotic A-
merican Drama" in rour acts. The first act opens with 'fhe 
stamp Act and its train of resulting circumstances. .Act II 
pictures t he Union of the colonies. "The whole country 
must be animated with one great soul, and all Americans 
must resolve to stand by one another even unto death." Act 
III is the climax act. It shows the colonies st1•uggling 
for i nclepenctence and gaining it. Act IV shmvs the f'ruits 
of the Union of' the colonists. The strength gained must 
be conserved. Thirteen units henceforth shall work as one, 
for a national constitution has been formed and adopted and 
the drama ends with the tableau "Nationality." 
The stamp Act came just at the time the new ideas were 
taking shape, and was the impetus necessary to bring about 
a union of the colonies. !.Joyal ty to England changed to 
love ror America and the first steps toward nationality 
were taken. Yet, not all of t he colonists in any one col-
ony were satisfied to separa te .from the mother country. 
Some advocated a policy of conciliation and peace, rather 
than war, and separation. Therefore the colonies though 
united in opposition to unjust government, were not united 
on the manner in which the injustice shoul~ be corrected. 
Each colony was a " House divicled against itself." At once . 
t here s prang up a series of. leaders, keen in intellect, in-
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tense in zeal, who argued the independence of the colonies. 
"Without boasting ," says Daniel Webster, "We may s ay that in 
no age or count ry has the public cause been maintained with 
more force of argument, more power o:f illustration, or more 
of that Jlersuasion which excited feeling and elevated prin-
ciple can alone bestow, than the Revolutionary State papers 
exhibit." 
The literature which had been devoted to historical and 
religious ends became suddenly alive with the one absorlJing 
theme of independence. It is changed in form and. spirit . 
In this period we recognize six separate forms: 1) the llO-
litical essay, oratory, poetry of a patriotic order, songs, 
drama, and :fiction. 
The form of literature best :fitted t o t he service of de-
mocracy is oratory. Many of the leaders in the revolt of 
t he colonists :from England were born orators. We find such 
names as James Otis, Samuel Adams, John Hancock, Joseph War-
ren, and Josiah Quincy, in Massachusetts, and Richard Henry 
Lee and Patrick Henry in Virginia. Their eloquence p~ecip­
itated t he Revolutioni After the war started, the orator 
did a s inq)Qrtant a service as the soldier. 1\.nd when the 
struggle was over they aided in the establishment of the u-
nited constitutional government. 
In noting the change in literary spirit it is signifi-
cant that not one of' the great orators of t he Revolution was 
a clergyman . The power of t he clergy in political affairs 
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lfas declining , while the lega l profession vras coming into prom-
i nence. 
The force of eloquence and the persona l magnetism of the 
orators are absent ~rom the written page. Consequently tbe 
speeches that are extant do not have the significance and power 
which they had at the time of their utterance. To understand 
this oratorical phase of literature it is necessary to become 
acquainted with a few of these orators. 
James Otis, born and educated in Massachusetts, became a 
l awyer and received a lucratj_ve position as king 's advocate-
general. An order came from England giving authority to the 
o~ficers of the king to search the houses of Americans at any 
time they sus})ected the concealing of smuggled goods. Otis 
resibned his office and became a champion of' the colonists by 
attacldng the constitutionality of' the law. Otis's lmowledge 
of' his subject, his mvn deep interest in it and the interest 
of the people in what he had to say gave to his speech special 
significance. To bring out the particularly new patriotic 
note add.ed to America.n literature I quote two passages :from 
his speech: 
"Now one of' t he most essentia l branches of English liberty 
is the :freedom of' one's house. A man's house ~ his castle; , 
and while he is quiet, he is as well guardecl as a prince in his 
castle. This writ, if it should be declared legal, would to-
t a lly annihilate this privilege. Custom-house of':ficers may 
enter our houses when they please; we are connnanded to per-
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mit the i r entry. Their menia l servants may enter, may break 
locks, bars, and everything in their way; and '\ihether they 
break through malice or revenge, no man, no court, can in-
quire." 
As he progresses in his speech he gives us a very worthy 
exampl e of the splendicl type of American this c ountr y ba d pro-
duced: 
"Let the consequences be whut they will, I am determined 
to proceed . The only principle s of public conduct that are 
\Vorthy of a gentleman or a man are to sacrifice esta te, ease, 
health, and a pplause, and even life, to the s acred calls of 
his country. The s e manly sentiments, i n private life, make 
the goocl citizen; in public life, t he patriot and the hero." 
John Adams who listened to this speech for five hours 
s a i d : 
"Oti s wa s a flame of fire! With a promptitude of classi-
c a l a llusions, a depth of r e search, a rapid summary of histori-
cal events ancl dates, a profusion of legal authorities, a pro-
phetic gl ance of' his eyes into :futurity, a rapid torrent of 
impetuous- eloquence, he hurried all before him. American in-
depende.E~ ~ then and there born. Every man of a n unusu-
a lly crowded audience appea red to me to go away ready to take 
up a r ms against Writs of Assistance --- - - - - -. James Otis 
then and there brea thed d.nto t his nation the brea th of life." 
The work started by Otis wa s admirably :furthered by such 
men as Hancock , wbo said when discussing means for dislodging 
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the British troops, ''Durn Boston, and make ~ Hancock ~ be~­
gar, if .~ public, good requires .!1•" And it was he, who, i n 
a bold band, first put his signature to the Declaration of 1n-
de pendence, "large eno;ug!I £2!:. George the Third to read without 
s pectacles ." · warren, uho sacrificed his life for the cause, 
exclaimed, "These fellows say we won't fight; By Heavens! I 
hope 1. s hall .!!!.£ up to & knees in blood." 
Samuel Adams , recognized as the ideal re presenta tive of 
American democracy showed remarkable power both as a speaker 
and as a \Vri ter . One of his bitterest opponents said " Every 
dip of b:~ ,:pen stings ~ !. horned snalre." 
Among the southern patriots, Patrick Heni·y is most note-
worthy. His speech on liberty is still treasured as one of 
the master pieces of 1tmerican patriotic literature. He 
sounded t he true note of nationality when in the first Conti-
nental Congress he declared, ttr !!:!!'! ~ !. Virginian, 1:?..!:!1 !!:.!! 
.American." What American with red blood in his veins lVould 
not he compelled to take U}J arms against O}Jpression after lis-
tening to his i mmortal speech filled with supreme feeling 
which ends : 
" Gentlemen may cry peace, peace - but there is no peace. 
The war is actually begun! The next gale that sweeps from 
the North will bring to our ears the clash of resounding arms! 
Our brethren are already in t he field! Why stand we here 
idle? What is it that gentlemen wish? What would they 
have? Is life so dear , or peace so sweet, as to be purchased 
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at the price of chains and slavery? Forbid it, Almighty 
God! I lmow not what course others may take ; but as for 
me, give me liberty, or give me death!" 
Strongly supplementing the work of the orators was the 
literature of the pamphleteers, greatest of whom was Thomas 
Paine. In two memorable works he aroused and kept alive 
the spirit of patriotism- "Common Sense" and "The Crisis." 
Long says that "Conm1on sense" changed the whole character of 
the Revolution and that it was worth an army of ten thousand 
men to the Continental cause. With compelling enthusiasm 
it declared "America~~~~" 
When Washington's army was despondent under the force 
of defeat across New Jersey in 1776, Paine began "The Crisis." 
This l70rk was a series of sixteen pa1Jers :full of' inspiration 
ancl ardent in alJpea l, an<l brought forth strongly the Ameri-
can note of' cheerf'ulness and optimism even in the :face of' 
def'eat. Washington had "The Crisis" read before every corn-
r~ny of his soldiers and its call was irresistible: 
"These ~ the times that try men's souls. The summer 
soldier and the sunshine patriot will, in this crisis, shrink 
from the service of his country; but he that stands it now, 
deservee: the love and thanks of man and woman--------Up and 
help us; l ay your shoulders to t he wheel; better have too 
much :force than too little, when so great an object is at 
stake --·-----The heart that feels not now, is dead." The 
las't paper of t he serie~ issued in 1783, contained the for-
• 
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w:_ard-looking thought of union of' the states inta a nation, 
realized at the time of the adoption of the Constitution. 
The supreme patriotic literary work of the Revolution-
ary Period is the "Declaration of Independence," virtually 
the wo1~k of Thomas Jefferson. In the declaration tha:t "all 
men are created free and equal; that they are endowed by 
t heir creator with certa in inalienable rights; tha t among 
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," a 
cardinal prin~iple was voiced whi ch in its truth was as old 
as the race, but in Jlractical realization almost unlmown. 
Slowly, amid sufferings and revolutions humanity had 
been reaching out towarcl a reign of the rights of man . 
.Ante-Chr i stis,n paganism had absolutely deniecl such rights. 
It allowed nothing to man as man; he vnis wba t wealth, en-
vironment or power made him. Even Aristotle taught that 
some men were intended by nature to be slaves. The Found-
er of Ch!•istia,nity proclaimed the doctrine of the common 
fatherhood of God and the universal brotherhood of men. Al-
most eighteen hundred years, however, passed and the reign 
of the rights of man had not been established to accord with 
the spiri tua l doctrine promulgated by Christ. It came at 
last, and it came in America, manifested by the "Declaration 
of Independence;" which unfolds the American ideal democ-
r acy; an ideal synonymous with hope, liberty, and justice. 
• 
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No f'or:r.1 of' literature is more valuable in the service 
of' democracy than the song or the ballad. The Revolution-
ary Period was especially rich in this sort of' literature. 
These songs and ballads sounded clirectly and :forcef'ully 
t he note of nationality . Every one breathed the spirit 
of liberty ancl echoed the gigantic struggle between England 
and America. Each new outrage or insult a:f:forded an inspi-
ration :for a new ballad. Thus the spirit or martial cour-
a ge and patriotism was kept alive. Balladry is the peo-
pie's poetry, arid to become classic a ballad must express a 
sentiment of' universal appeal. The bulk of' these ballads 
perished with the occasions that inspired them, since 
were :filled withthe stri:f-e and :fashion of the times. 
•tThe Libertx song" by Jobp. Diclcinson or Delaware, 
one stanza which has given us a sentiment that became 
tional wa tc_hword:-
"Then join hand in hand, brave Americans all, 
!!X uniting ~ stand, !?X dividin_g ~ f!::.!.!; 
In so righteous a cause, we may hope to succeed, 
For Heaven approves every generous deed." 
they 
has 
a na-
This was probably the most widely circulated ballad of' 
Revolutionary times • 
As a humorous ballad carrying its point, aml immensely 
popular, was the "Battle of ~ Ke_gs" written by Francis Hop-
kinson, of' Philaclelphia; a signer of the Declaration o:f Inde-
• 
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-pendence. It was sung to the tune of "Yanl<ee Doodle." The 
song was occasioned by a real incident. Early in January 
1778, David Bushnell, the inventor of' the American Torpedo 
anti other submarine machinery prepared a 'number of "infer-
nals'• as the British termed them and set them afloat in the 
Delaware River, a few miles above Philade lphia in order to 
annoy royal sbip})ing, which at that time lay off tha t place. 
These machines were constructed of kegs ebarged with powder, 
and so a rranged a s to explocle on coming in contact lvith any-
t hing wbile :floating along with the tide. 01 their appear-
ance Bri.tish seamen ancl troops became a larmecl, and supposing-
them to be some device o:f the rebels for entering the city,-
"The soldiers flew, the sailors too, 
And scared almost to death, sir, 
Wore out their shoes, to spread the news, 
And ran till out o:f breath, sir." 
Timothy Dlfight, one of the Hartford wits, and President 
of Yale College, during his service in the army as cha11lain, 
wrote t he song 11 Columbia 11 which opens ancl closes with the 
verses 
"Columbia, Columbia, to g lory arise, 
The queen of the world, and child o:f the s ki e s!" 
There is a prO})hetic note in this poem 
"As the day, spring unbounded, thy splendour shall flow, 
And earth's little kingdoms before thee sha ll bow; 
While t he ensigns of union , in triumph unfurl'd, 
• 
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Hush the tumult or war, and give peace to the world." 
Robert Treat Paine, Jr. contributed a rather bombas-
tic patriotic song , "Adams and Liberty." 
The subject or ten natur2-lly appeared in numerous bal-
lads. One entitled "~ Blasted Herb," wrttten in 1774, 
is as signiricant as any. The opening lines make clear 
the point or the poem: 
"Rouse every generous thoughtful mind, 
Tbe rising danger flee, 
If you would lasting freedom find, 
Now then abandon tea." 
Many anonymous poems appeared, some of them of coiishler-
able merit, c alled forth by t he act of some hero or the sue-
cess achieved in some conflict. Washington has been eulo-
'gized by many; Paul Jones seems to have been a fav orite, and 
Warren, and Nathan Bale received their -share of songs. "The 
-
Ballad ot:, ilatha n Hale" is of a more elevated order than most 
of t he others. 
"The breezes went steadily t hrough the tall pines, 
A-saying "Oh hu-ush!" a-saying "Oh hu-ush!" 
As stilly stole by a bold legion of horse, 
For Hale in the bush, for Hale in the bush." 
Two of the ballads of t his pel'•iod have lived, "Yankee 
• 
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Doodle" ancl " Hail Columbia." 
It is rather significant that Joseph Hopldnson, the 
author of "Hail Columbia," was t he son of Francis Hopkin-
son, a signer of the Declaration of Independence. It 
was written in 1798 when the United states seemed on the 
verge of war with France. Washington had been called 
from retirement at :Mount Vernon to assume charge o:r the A-
merican :rorces in case war. should actua lly break out. The 
ode '\fas sung first in Philadelphia at the benef'it per:rorm-
ance of an actor, but its broader purpose was to allay all 
bitterness between the two political parties in the United 
states by appealing in a spirited way to the feeling of 
Jiational patriotism. 
Although the song and b a llad literature of the Revolu-
tionary period can lay little c l aim to real greatness, it 
is exceedingly important .because of its influence in :rorm-
ing ancl reflecting public opinion. We do not expect a 
time of war to give us creative literature. 
It is not in t he songs anc:l ballads alone that the a-
wakening spirit is discennible. In the more ambitious 
themes of scholarly versifiers the same feeling is mani-
:fest .. 
"The Columbiad," written by Joel Barlow, is simply 
teeming with patriotism. Its subject is both national 
and historical. It has a universal message a s well as a 
message for our own country for within the first t wenty-
five lines it says, 
• 
".Almighty Freedom! give my venturous song 
The :force, the charm that to thy voice belong; 
Tis thine to shape my course, to light my way, 
To nerve my country with the patriot lay, 
To teach all men where all their interest lies, 
How rulers may be just and nations wise." 
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Hesper, the genius of the western world, takes Columbus 
:from prison, where he was con:fined in his old age, and shows 
him in vision the continent that he has discovered and its 
:future history. The continent is :first revealed to him 
through its mountains, rivers, lakes, soil and natural pro-
duction. Colonial settlements are pictured as the :first 
great asylum of liberty. Liberty is _called the necessar·y 
foundation o:f morals. Then the progress o:f the colonies and 
the growing tyranny o:f England with t he resistance on the part 
o:f the colonists are portrayed. Washington is eulogized to 
considerable l ength. He is referred to as the " great," the 
"mighty," the "sage," Washington. 
"Thy Washington in that young martial frame 
From yon lost :field begins a life of fame 
Tis he, in future straits with loftier stride, 
The colonial states to sovereign rule shall guide." 
Later on this :further tribute is paid to Wash ington, 
"On Del ::>,ware 's bank her base of' empire stands 
• 
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The work of Washington's immortal hands." 
A very clear picture of the horrors suffered by Ameri-
·can prisoners is given and the dire curelty of the British 
vividly pictured. 
Then the poem recounts the fortunes of various heroes 
in the battles of the Revolution until victory comes to the 
colonists and 
"Triumphant Washington "!'lith brow serene, 
Re gards unmoved the exhilarating scene ;n 
Warren is "Glorius Warren 
Dearest of chiefs that ever prest the plain, 
In f~eedom's cause with early honors slain." 
Exceedingly fair treatment is given to Arnold who really 
performed a great milita~y feat almost unequa) .. led among Amer-
ican generals, which was lost sight of because of his foul 
treason later. 
"Else what high tones of rapture must have told 
The first great action of a chief so bold!" 
Vision glides along the train of years until it discloses 
a general congress from all nations, assembled to establish 
the political harmony of mankind. Herein the author antici-
pates Tennys on who in his 11 IJocl.:sley Hall" s e es "the vision 
of the world " embracing "the Parliament of' man'' - "the Fed-
eration of the World." 
• 
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".The vision' d age 
now leads its actors on a broader stage; 
When clothed majestic in the robes of state, 
Moved by one voice, in general congress meet 
The legates of all empires--------------
To give each realm its limit aml its lawr,, 
Bid the last breath of tired contention cease 
and bind all regions in the leagues of peace; 
Till one confederate, conclependent sway 
Spread with the sun and bound the walks of day; 
One centred system, one all ruling soul 
Live through the parts and regulate t:he whole." 
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The na-tional fr eedom in 7i'hich t he Revolution resulted. 
serves as a basis of attack u pon African slavery in America. 
Why deny to the negro t hat personal liberty for which the 
colon:lsts have just shed S·o much l)lood? The poet's feeling 
seems so genuine t ha t t his part of t he poem appeals to us as 
truly great. 
The one luminous figure among the early poets was Philip 
Freneau, often referred to as "the laurea te of t he Revolution." 
From the beginning Frencau' s vei•se showed origin~.li ty ancl gen-
uine feeling. He interpreted Nature just as she a ppeared to 
him . Anc.l as he f'ouncl her, he wrote of' her in a clea r•, sim-
ple, American way . He disrega1•d.ed all convcntionali ties and 
t he f'orrn of his .verse was as original as the subject. rre 
sang becc.>use it ·ivas natural f'or h im t o cl o so, ancl his topics 
• 
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were those with which he wa s most familiar. 
Perhaps the most noteworthy characteristic of his best 
verse is his appreciation of nature. We can understancl 
better his gif't in interpreting nature if we review a few 
facts of his early life and environment. 
Frencau's home, Mount Pleasant, now called Freneau, 
was situated about ten miles north of Freehold, t he sea t of 
:u.orunouth County, New Jersey. To the northeast of t he man-
sion rose the tree-crowned stmu_ni t of Beacon Hi l l, from whose 
heights may be seen, to the north, the blue waters of' the 
l:owe1~ bay, anc1 eastward, t he deeper . blue of the broacl Atlan-
tic. From its foot toward the south stretched t he f ertile 
lands of New Jersey wit h t he historical battle-field of Mon-
mouth in t he fore grouncl. 
As a boy i t was Philip's de ;Light to clim1J the rugged 
heights of the old hill and enjoy the beauty of nature 
spread before him, and watch t he white sa ils. It is very 
probable t hat these early scenes macle a lasting impression 
upon his youthfu l mind ancl gave rise to his ~ife-long yearn-
ing ror the sea. On on~ occasion in a pleasant mood, we 
see him ·bending over a new-round treasure and inhaling the 
perfume of its sweet breath. He seats himself, and dra l1-
i ng fr om his clothing a tiny tablet, he inscribes its per-
fections on it. Thus it is tha t "The Wild Hone~l;lckle" 
comes i nto being . 
• 
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"?air flower, that dost so comely gro~, 
Hicl in this silent, dul l retreat, 
Untouched thy honied blossoms blow, 
Unseen t hy little branches greet: 
No roving foot shQll crush thee here, 
No busy hand provoke a tear. 
Dy nature's self in white arrayed, 
She bade thee shun the vulgar eye, 
And planted here the guardian shade, 
And sent sof't waters murmuring by; 
Thus quietly thy summer goes, 
Thy days declining to re pose. 
Smit with those charms , that must decay, 
I grieve to see your future doom; 
They died - nor uere those f'louers more gay, 
The flowers that did in Eden bloom; 
Unpitying f'rosts and Autumn's power 
Shall leave no vestige or this f'lowcr. 
From morning suns aml evening dews 
At f'irst thy lit tle being came; 
If' nothing once, you nothing lose, 
For when you die you are the same; 
The s pace between is but an hour, 
The f'rail duration of a flower." 
-- - - - --
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I have quoted this whole poem to show how vastly different 
1 t is fr0i:1 anyt 1ing; which bas preceded and how very much more 
worthy it is tha,n any other poem of this age. A distinct 
c haracteristic of Freneau's nature verses is observed here. 
No matter how keen a delight he takes in t he beauties of nat-
ure, before he has finished his verse he has given in to a 
gentle melancholy which causes him to look :forwarcl amid t he 
brightness to the death of t he form of nature he i s discussing. 
Smiles and tears are very closely woven together by Freneau. 
Thus i n pr acticall y all of his nature verses t here is t his in-
t orpenetrat.ion of sadness. In all forms of nature he recog-
nizes t he brief span of existence - "The fra i l duration of a 
flower." 
The poem"MacSwiggin"gives insight i nto Freneau's character. 
It portrays his i ntense love :for nature in her varied forms ancl 
his scorn f'or a ll t hat is base and low in :manl{incl. 
"Bless'd be our western world - its scenes conspire 
To raise a poet's fancy and his fire, 
Lo, blue-topt mountains to t he skies asccncl! 
Lo shadmvy forests to t he breezes bend! 
see mighty streams meandering to t he main." 
. In " To~ Ho:nQZ ~" "!.2. _! Ca.ty-Did" ancl "May to April" we 
have further proof of Freneau' s inter1Jretation of nature. 
Freneau was our first poet who pr operly interpreted the J.n-
dian character. I n about a half' dozen of these lyrics he s hows 
• 
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that he appreciated the simple love of nature d isplayed by 
the early Indians , and t hat he fully understood t he obsta -
cles i n t he way of' civilizing them. This is well brought 
out in t he poem, "The Indian Student." M.ore artistic and 
picturesque, however, is "The Dying !!!,.<!ian," 
1
' On yonder laire I spread t he sail no more, 
Vigor and youth and active days are past; 
Relentless demons urge me to that shore 
On whose black forests all the dead are cast." 
But t he most interesting of' all Freneau's Indian poems 
is his "Indian BurY,il.Y1i, Groynd." The subject is suggested 
by the custom of' burying the Indian in a sitting posture, 
\Vith his tvampum , images, anct weapons by his sicle. 
In t he next to t he l as t stanza is a line which has been 
made memorable by t he f act t hat Campbell complimented by bor-
rowing f or his poem "o•connor's Child." 
"By midnight moons, o'er moistening dews, 
In habit for t he cha se arrayed, 
The hunter still the deer pursues, 
Ttle hunter ancl the deer - a shade." 
Frencau's appreciation of nature is tender ancl sympathet-
ic. IIome things and incidents a}Jpealed to him and :furnished 
him with themes . Wherever he was , he dealt with t he :fa cts 
a ncl rea l i ties of' his environment. 
-• 
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rn his style he was oi•iginal. He did not cling to Eng-
lish moclels but he wrote just as he :felt and in w·hatever way 
be deemed most appropriate to his subject • His poems are 
.American in theme expressed in an American wa y :freely, sim-
ply, clearly and expressively. 
Frencau lived in an age that made history very ra})idly. 
The enthusiasm of the Revolutionary stru;<;gle moved him to de-
vote all his literary talent to the service o:f his country. 
He became a part of the stirring events that were passing a-
round him ancl liberty 1ras his all-engrossing theme. Much 
o:f his poetry sprang :from the intense :flame of' oppression . 
His wit was pungent and stinging as can lJe readily seen :from 
his sU}lposed interview with King George and Fox. 
One of his poems written when he vras eighteen is similar 
in tone to Bryant's Tbana topsis -"The Pyramids. of' Eg:nr~.·" It 
is a dramatic dialogue in blank verse. The scene is laid in 
Egypt and the characters are a Traveller, a Genius, and Time. 
The Traveller who has visited Italy arrives in Egypt, meets 
the Genius and asks to be shown the Pyrami ds, saying he 
thought the remnants o:f nome he had lately seen were unrivall-
ed. The Genius replies 
"Talk not · of' Rome! be:fore they lopt a bush 
From the seven hills, where Rome, Earth's Empress stood, 
These pyramids were old, their birthclay is 
Beyond tradition's r each , or history." 
• 
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'fo the T.raveller's question as to bow the Pyramids were 
built, the Genius says: 
"What cannot tyrants clo, 
\Vhen they have nations subject to their will, 
And the world's wealth to gl"atify ambition." 
In these lines he shows the i1~luence of the age in 
which he is living. The poem closes with Time's address to 
the Traveller. He makes -clear that t he Pyramids are not im-
mortal, nor the earth, nor the mountains. Then we note the 
force of the spiritual element "Traveller, return, 
There's naught but God immortal - He alone, 
Exists secure, \fhcn Man, and Death, and Time 
Are swallowed up, and like the Pyramids, 
Leave not an atom for their monument." 
During college Philip wrote many patriotic poems. At 
graduation in 1771 he composed .jointly with Hugh Henry Brack-
enridge, their commencement address, which they recited. J.t 
was entitled "The Risin_g Glor;y .£f. Americ?-" written in blank 
verse in ~orm or a dialogue. It was in eulogy of the ener-
gy and progress of the colonies, and prophetic of the future 
glory of the United States. It contains a rather remar kable 
eulogy of Washington . 
"A Washington among our sons of fame 
We boast - conspicuous as the mor·ning star 
Among t he inferior lights." 
• 
• 
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rre shows true proph~tic vision in the lines 
"Here independent power shall bold her sway, 
And public virtue warm the patriot breast: 
No traces shall remain o~ tryanny 
And la"\YS, a pattern to the worlcl beside 
Be here enacted first." 
51 . 
Fro:ru the outbreak of hostilities until peace was de-
clared Frenea~1 tried to arouse his countrymen. Wherever 
there was a part o~ the army Freneau's poems were sent. 
He wrote t o arouse, to inspire, to encourage the rough, 
illiterate men o~ whom the army was mostly composed. His 
Revolutionary writings sound three distinct notes - vic-
tory, de~iance, denunciation. 
Conscious that ridicule best kills a cause, he depict-
ed every vain exploit o~ t he enemy in a ludicrous light. 
This was too serious a time to think o~ ~uture f'ame; the 
stern realities o~ the present were to be met, and by a su-
preme ef~ort everything was to be gained or lost. His 
country's :fortunes were his, and he t hrew himsel:f heart and 
soul i nto the task. Exquisite melodies could hardly touch 
t he hearts o:f the hal~-clothed bare:footed soldiers. His 
real strength lay in his earnestness, and it was this qual-
ity that gave real merit to his verses. 
Dur:lng the war he satirized Gage, Burgoyne, Lord Percy 
and Lord North, the blundering o:f British troops on lan(l, 
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a;ml their losses lly sea, and above all King George whom he 
called a "royal coward." A running commentary on his Rev-
olutionary verses would be an almost complete commentary on 
t he it·hole Revolutionar•y struggle. 
In 1780 Freneau went to sea in a ship bound :for st. 
Eustatia; but the ship was taken by a British :frigate be-
:fore it had left the coast of Delaware, ancl Freneau, with 
all on board, was talce n prisoner to New York. He was con-
fined in the scorpion, moor•ed in the Huclson as a prison-
ship, from whence, attacked by fever, he was transferred to 
the hospital ship, The Hunter. To t hese circumstances we 
mve a much-admired poem, "~ British Prison Ship" in three 
cantos. In the first canto he describes the departure 
from Philadelphia, the capture of the ship, and his unwill-
ing voyage to New York; in the secom.l. , he tells of the suf-
'ferings or the prisoners; the third canto descrilles still 
greater horrors of the hospital ship and tells of his es-
cape. 
Throughout Freneau's Revolutionary poems extraordinary 
praise is given to Washington. One poem, "To His Excellency 
General Washington," shows 1vith what resolution Washington 
came to the aiel of his country lrhen she was besieged by the 
British under generals who had gained f'a:me in :former wars . 
Freneau gives a distinctly American note by showing that 
Washington diff'ered from other generals v:ho could be great 
in victory; he was doulJly great in mis:fortune. So great 
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was he that the chiefs of Rome lV"ere as nothing compared with 
him. Further10re, t he story of his powers and virtues have 
penetrated to the remotest corners of the earth. 
"Late from the world in quiet may'st thou rise 
And, mourn'd by millions, reach thy native skies-
With patPiot kings and generous chief's to shine, 
Whose virtues rais'd them to be deem'd divine." 
A poem, "Liber~ ~' Domine - Deliver us, 0 Lord," is 
filled with bitterness against English leaders and England. 
George III is referred to as "a dunce of a king who was born 
without brains." 
A very typical war poem is his "General Gage's Solil09.Y·" 
Gage wonders "iVhy destruction does not cease - "Charlestown 
is burnt, and. Warren is killed." He compares their a tti-
tude with tha t of the Greelts in the siege of Troy. He says, 
"But when did Grecians their own towns destroy?" 
Nevertheless he has :faith in Lord North and the King. 
He sees his friends turned to foes. Right here Freneau 
brings out the indomitable American spirit. He represents 
Ga ge as saying , 
"Ev-en if' they conquer the rebellious town 
Or burn it, or storm it, or tear it down, 
This land's lilm Hydra, cut of:f but one head, 
And ten shall rise, ancl dare you in its steacl." 
• 
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Born t o be a fighter he wou l d follow t he King 's command 
right or wr ong . Yet he decides he is too grea t a man to 
risk hi s life to a stra y bul let. Therefore, he will let 
others fight i n t he fie l d , he will stril{e ter1--or to the 
hearts of t h e women . 
"Le t ever y ill tha t war or want can bring 
Be shovre r 'd on subjects t hat resist t heir king ." 
If s ucces sfu l, he will expect a kingdom of his own in 
t he New Worlcl round Ontario. When he hears that Washington 
and Lee a r e in the field he thinks 
"Perha ps they for their country's free dom rise ; 
North has, perhaps deceived me with his lies." 
He t hinlrs t he slaught e red souls of Lex ington ancl Bun-
ker .' s Hill will rise from their graves and curse h i m. And 
finally, he wonde r s if it wou l dn't be a good plan to steal 
off with t he navy by night - and leave the fighting for Lorcl 
North and George to do. 
Th is poem brings out t he common opini on of Ga ge's self-
ishness and cowardice, shows the wonderful determination of 
t he Americans to gain t heir point or die ancl s hows the tre-
mendously disa s trous ef'fect the 1Ja ttle s of Concord and Lex-
i ngton hacl on the British :forc~ s. 
There wa s not, indeed, a memorable i ncident by land or 
wat er which he d.id not trea t in hi s ver ses. His poems of 
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1flds period were divided into those which encouraged the men 
to greater erforts, and those which ut~ortalized the victo-
ries they won. 
After the war Freneau turned his satirical powers upon 
t he rival printers Rivington ancl Gaines, who had changed 
t heir signs as well as their coats to suit each power that 
held the ascendancy. 
His longest ancl most carefully written poems are "The 
House .Q[ Night," "The Jamaic~ Funeral," "The Beauties of' 
Santa Cru·z," ancl "The British Prison ShiE,•" 
One of his best poems representative of' his times was 
his exquisite dirge of the heroes of' "Eutaw Springs" which 
I quote in full. 
"At Eutm·r Springs the valiant died: 
Their l~abs with dust are covered o'er; 
Weep on, ye springs, your tearful tide; 
How many heroes are no more! 
Ir in this wreclc or ruin they 
Can yet be thought to claim a tear, 
0 smipe thy gentle breast, and say 
The friends of' freeclom slumber here! 
Thou, who shalt trace this bloody plain, 
If' goodness rules thy generous breast, 
Sigh for the wasted rural reign; 
Sigh for the shepherds sunk to rest! 
• 
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stranger, their bumble groves adorn; 
You too may fall, ancl ask a tear: 
' Tis not the beauty of the morn 
That proves the evening shall be clear. 
They saw their injured country's woe, 
The :flaming town, the wastecl field; 
Then rushecl to meet the insulting foe; 
They took the spear - but left the shield. 
-- ---~.-...... ----
Led by thy conquering stan<lards, Greene, 
The Britons they compelled to fly: 
None distant viewed the fatal plain, 
None grieved in such a cause to die -
But, like the Parthians famecl of old, 
Who, flying, still their ari•ows threw, 
These routed Britons, full as bold, 
Retreated, and retreating slew. 
Now rest in peace our patriot band; 
Though far from nature's limits thrown, 
We trust they find a happier land, 
A brighter Phoebus of their own." 
56 • 
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Fiction - 1765-1800. 
Of the various literary forms , fiction had the latest 
I 
development. The first American novelist o:f any note lVas 
Charles Brockden Brown of Philaclelphia. Drown always a 
sickly l ad turned his attention to books. He macle a 
s hort tria l of law, but finally settled down to a literary 
career. He is the :first .American writer to make litera-
ture his profession. From t he beginning , Brown professed 
a preference for American subj ects . These American sub-
jects he treated in his own way, thus breaking loose from 
English conventionalities, anrl establishing literary i nde-
pendence . Gifted with a keen imagination, and possessed 
of a strong liking for the mysterious and the weird, and 
influenced by t he realism of his enviro1naent, he produced 
peculiarly original novels. His fame rests particularly 
on "Wieland ," "Ormoncl ," "Arthur Mervyn ," Edgar Huntly,u 
" Clara Howard," "Jane Talbot." 
Brown is important not alone :for what he has le:ft to 
the world. but for t he fact that he probably exerted influ-
ence on Poe, Hawthorne and Cooper. It is certain tha t 
Shelley read him with profit. 
The mysterious a ncl weircl element Brown achieve s , not 
in the old way by ghosts and uncanny incidents, but by 
})ractical or scientific explanati ons such as ventriloquism, 
slee 1)-walking , s pontaneous combustion, etc. For t he hor-
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ror element he gains his best material from real experience 
with the yellow fever in both New York ancl Philadelphia. 
Nothing could be more realistic than his description of the 
horrible ravages of this disease. Through the yellow fe-
ver episode he gives local coloring to two of his novels. 
His principal characteristics as gleaned from the 
reading of four of his novels are the following: 
1) Aims to secure American setting. 
2) Gives romantic treatment to colonial life and In-
dian adventure. 
3) Delights in psychological analysis • 
4 ) Gets story quickly under way. 
5) Gives exceedingly effective descriptions. 
6) Creates a strong element of sus11ense. 
7) Draws complex characters. 
8) Pictures strong single incidents. 
Among his faults I may mention 
1) Makes loosely constructed plots. 
2) Shows a fondness .for a certain pet vocabulary. 
3) Often gives false hints which lead to nothing. 
4) Leaves mysteries o:f"ten unsolved. 
5) Introduces irrelevant episodes. 
The essentially American elements in Brown's novels are, 
then, his generally original treatment of his subject, his 
use of t he yellow fever episodes of Nmv York ancl Philadel-
phia as the background for 11 Arthur Mervyn" ancl 11 Ormond," 
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ijis introduction of the American Indian, not idealized as we 
are apt to find him in Cooper, but truly savage , and his 
placing his characters in an American environment. 
The chief instance in which Brown has emphasized mate-
rial essentially .American is in "Edgar Huntly," the story of 
which I shall briefly outline because it gives a good idea 
of his treatment of a theme and brings out strongly and re-
al i stically the nature of the Colonial Indian. His Indi-
ans fit exceedingly well into his wild nature scenes. 
Clithero who owes his education to a benefactress, stabs 
her in a fit of insanity. He escapes to America where he 
becomes a farm servant by day and a sleell-wallrer by night. 
Because of his peculiar actions Edgar Huntly suspects him of 
being the murderer of his friend Waldegrave. Consequently 
Huntly tracl{s him through the wilderness of Pennsylvania. 
Huntly is a new type in fiction - the na ture philosopher. He 
prides himself' on his athletic powers and his intercourse 
\Vith nature and the animals of the forest. 
The wilderness is full of torrents and precipices, sav-
age beasts, and strange vegetation, adventuresome paths, im-
passable chasms, subterranean passages and caverns. On one 
of his expeditions in pursuit of Clithero, Edgar is forced to 
fell a tree, in order to briclge a chasm over a foaming tor-
rent. Later, after safely crossing t he tree , he sees a 
panther approaching his bridge , ancl he is ob liged t o sit 
still and 1vatch for the beast's arrival. Two pages are de-
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yoted to a harrowing description of the ferocity of the ani-
mal who b ounds into his den, thus allowing Edgar to get to 
a position of' sa:f'ety - wh ereupon t h e panther, emerging , 
dances in vexation on the oth er side. Then he s p r ings but 
his cla ws slip from the rock on which Edgar is stand.ing , 
and he f a lls into the pit below. In these pursuits of 
Clithero, Edgar has hair-breacl th escapes, g ro ping his way 
alone; underground lJassages with the rocl\:y wall on one sicle 
and an abyss on the other. His real adventures beg in, 
h ouever, when he, too, becomes a sleep-walker and wakes to 
f ind himse l f at the bottom of an enormous pit, within a hill, 
with no knowledge of how he has con"e there, and no means of 
getting out. The clescript ion of liis groping e:fforts to es-
cape , of his horror of colc1 and darkness, his hope a nd then 
his despair as he tries to climb the sicles of t h e 111 t, the 
actual physical sensations of' thirst and hunp;er, his meal 
from the still warm flesh of a panther, whose eyes shining 
in t he dark have forme d the only marl{ for his tomahawk - all 
t hese specific horrors bring out Brown ' s rea lism. This ad-
v enture foreshadows Poe 's "The Pit a nd. t h e Pendulum." 
.At length Edgar, guidecl by the sound of water, gropes 
his way to a cave which receives ligh t from an opening to 
t h e oute r• air, and finds it occupie d by a party of Indians 
on t he war-path, with a farmer's daughter a s captive. All 
t he Indi ans , e xcept t he sen tine 1 are asleelJ . Edgar creeps 
pas t t hem , k ills the s ent i nel with his tomahawk ancl rescues 
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the girl. They finally reach a hut in the wilderness. 
The Lhdi'ans arrive ancl are slain by Edgar, who is wounded . 
The girl ~aints , and a rescuing party, which appe ars at 
this point, takes her away, leaving Edgar a 1Jparently 
d eac.l. Htmtly recovers and departs, incidentally kill-
ing another Indian. He tries to make his way to his 
home thirty miles away. seeing a band of Indians a p-
pr oac hing h e is obliged to lea1J ~rom a precipice and swim 
a river with a hail of bullets ~alling around him. He . 
at length, makes his way to his home. After his arrival 
there, the story returns to Cli t hero and ends t'li th his 
suicicle. It is easy to see t hat the novel of' a dventure 
is only in its early stage s of clevelopment ~or t he res-
cuecl girl disappears too suddenly. In a moclern novel she 
vwuld slu•ely become t he bricle of her hero, but Brown does 
not grati~y us with a "lived hap pily ever afterward" entl-
ing . 
Charles Brockden Brown had an original i mpulse, s pring -
i nc; f1•o:m his t imes and his e nvironment, and his novels were 
loca lized on t h e soil. American trait s , things, and con -
t emporary interests are strong ly mar ked in his works. 
Drama - 1765-1800. 
The clramatic history of no country would be complete 
which did not celebrate t he cleeds a nd warlike e xploits of its 
aborig in2.1 inhabitants. The American clrama tist was not slow 
in recognizing the many-sicled chara cter of' t he 1Torth American 
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Indian. In most of the dramas t here is a love element. 
The Indian Wars o:r this period. i nspired one remark-
able work -"PonteE-cb ." The form is blank verse . There 
are five act s whieh a re divided into scenes. The sub-
ject of' :the wront;s of' t he Indian which is the basj_s of 
t he story is well developed ancl distinctly .American. 
Little variation of character is attempted. All s peak 
s olemn, r hetorical ora tions - Indians, traders, and 
frontiersmen alike. 
The author, Ma jor Robert Rogers was a native o:r 
New Hampshire, wel l known throughout the colonies a s a 
bold Inclian fighter, and possessing some literary abil-
ity. His tragedy was published in London t he year af-
ter Godfrey's drama was printed. This procluc tion , 
"Ponteach , or t he Savages of A.rnerica," possesses a lo-
cal flavor in its depiction of' Indian aff'airs, t hough 
t here seems to be no ba sis in history for t he wonderful 
plot . The drama opens with a d~alogue between two In-
c1ian traders, who concoct a scheme for swindling t he sav-
age s in bartering for skin~. 
At the outset the American note of Just i ce is sound-
-
ed . M. Dole an experienced trader says, 
"No crime to cheat and gull an Inclian. 11 
Murphey an inexperienced trade r replies, 
" How! Not a sin to chea t an Indian say you? 
Are they not men? haven't t hey a right to Justice 
• 
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As well a s we, tho savage in their mam1ers ? 11 
'rhe chief interest centres in the machinations of 
the jealous Philip, son; of Pontiac, to prevent his own 
brother Chekitan from securing the hand of' Monelia , 
daughter of Bendrik, Emperor of t he Mohawkes. In the 
l a st act Moneli . is killed; Philip's treachery to his 
brother is dis covered . The brothers fight , Philip is 
slain, e..m.l Chekitan ldlls himself. Ponteach , a:ftcr 
t he death of his two sons, and the defeat of his follow-
ers by the English withdraws to the western :forest. 
This is the first poetic drama by a native Arnerics.n 
cleali ng with an American them~. It is also the first .A-
merican problem play. 
Ponteach in speaking of the various kinds of' men ends 
with the remark 
"But I call no man bad, till such he's fom1<.l. 
Then I condemn and cast him from my sight." 
Here we have a suggestion of the " Square Deal" that 
a ppeals to an American. 
The s pirit of Patriotism is strong in Ponteacb. He 
says in Scene III of Act III . 
"Ye t tho I die, it is my country 's cause, 
Better t o die t han be a Slave to Cowards, 
----------------------------------------
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Jjetter to die t han see my country ruinecl. 11 
ne feels that it is a sacred duty to defend the Lib-
erty and land their f'athers lef't them. 
Tenesco, son of t he Mohawk Chief feels 
"Wronr.;s like these are national and public." 
At the end of the play Ponteach again strikes an A-
merican note of hOlJe couplecl with determination. He 
brings out t he point t hat a physical defeat is not neces-
sarily a moral defeat too. It is the same point which is 
enlarged upon in the Battle of Bunlcer' s Hill. Although 
vanquished the Americans gain a· moral victory. 
"And though I fly, 'tis on the Wings of Hope . 
Yes, I will hence where there's no British Foe, 
And wait a Hespite from this Storm of Woe; 
Beget more Sons, fres h Troops Collect and arm, 
And other Schemes of futupe Greatness form, 
Britons may boast, the Gods may have their ·will, 
Ponteach I am, ancl shall be Ponteach still." 
The Disa~pointrnent o~ 
'rhe Force .Q!. Cr~dnli t_y • 
"The DisalJJ>Ointment," wr i tten by Antlrew Barton in 
1767 has a plot which turns upon t he search fo r a bur-
ied pirated treasure, is really humorous in dialogue and 
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situation but broad and vulgar. It was to be staged in 
Philadelphia but it was discovered that it satirized cer-
t a in Phi ladelphians. It was consequently withdrawn. 
Not to disappoint the public in its wish to have -a play 
of American production acted, the management put on "The 
Prince of Partllia." It was owing to this accident, then, 
that Godf'I•ey' s play was produced. There are in it two 
songs worthy of notice - one sung to the tune of "Yankee 
Doodle," and the other "sing Tantara rara!" is strongly 
suggestive of "Ta-ra-ra-boom-cle-ray." 
The mention of the tune "Yankee Doodle" in this pla y 
written in 1767 effectually disposes of the tradition 
that this song was composed by a British author during the 
Revolution. 
In t he preface the author says that the following con-
ditions moved him to give his play to the public: 
1) The infrequency of dramatic compositions in Ameri-
ca. 
2) The torrent of solicitat:i,.ons f'rom all quarters. 
3) The necessity o:r contributing to the entertainment 
of the city. 
4) To put a stop , if possible, to the foolish and per-
nicious practice of searching after supposed hid -
den treasure. 
The author tells us that the play -is founded on fact 
and that the incident pictured occurred so recently that 
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J:Uany peop l e in the city lmow of it. 
lows: 
The story is as fol-
The scheme was planned by :four humorist gentlemen , 
Hum , Parchment, Quadrant, and nattletro.p to divert them-
selves and their :f'riends, and to try to discover to what 
lengths credulity and the love of money would carry men . 
In order to put their scheme into execution, they :framed 
a plausible, well connected story or. hidclen treasure, and 
to gloss the matter, adapted various papers to their pur-
pose ancl got hold of two suitable old :fellows, Washball 
and Raccoon as the principal dupes, with others to try 
the success of their scheme; which had the desired ef-
fect. The moral shows t he :folly or an over-credulity 
antl desire of money, and how apt men are, especially old 
men, to be unwarily drawn into schemes where there is but 
the least shadow of' gain; ancl concludes '\Vith these obser-
vations, tha t mankind ought to be contented with their re-
spective stations, to :follow their vocations with honesty 
and industry- the only sure way to gain riches. 
Certainly the author in his picturing the hunt f'or 
money and the chance taken has hit· upon an American weak-
ness. 
At the close of the play Washball says most :fittingly, 
"In search of treasure, we are led astray, 
Believing fully, what deceivers say. 
They tread unsure, who gainst their senses run, 
• 
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False steps }JUrsue a.nd rush to be undone, 
Cursed by themselves, laughed at by ev'ry one." 
The Grou~ . 
67. 
The Group, a farc e written by Mrs. :Mercy Warren, sis-
ter of James Otis is f i lled with biting satire agains t the 
leadi ng New England Loyalists. Her especial victims are 
Lord North ancl General Gage. The names of the characters 
are etymologically signif'icant. The Tory politicie,ns are 
held to be, and indeed made to confess t hat t hey are, the 
cause of all the friction between Great Britain and Ameri-
ca. They brand themselves as traitors, cowards, merce-
naries. Thi s f a rce holds the mirror up to the strife and 
passion of t he Revolution. 
The lreyuote to American fee l ing is voiced by Simple: 
"I 1a1ow not what to thinlc o:f these sad times, 
The people arm'd and all resolv'd to die 
Ere they 'll submit." 
He fears that t he multitude will be .arousecl by repeat-
ed wrongs to "die or see their country free." The names 
"America" and Massachusettensis'' are used thus establish-
i ng t he setting : Beau Tramps shows the position in which 
the Loyalists find themse lves in these words, 
• 
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"When you, and I, and all the venal hercl, 
Weigh 1 d in Nemesis, just impartial scale, 
Are marked with infamy,-- till time blot out 
And in oblivion sinlc our hated names." 
68. 
There really is no plot, and no dramatic incident. 
It is merely an invective put into dialogue. All or 
the ch<:\. racters are males. 
The farce is patriotic but is aciclulated with 
scorn . 
The Battle .Q!. Bunker's. !!ill. 
Two plays of this period with the same name are wor-
thy of comparison - one was written by Hugh Henry Braclr-
enridge in 1776, a year after the Battle of Bunker's Hill; 
the other was the. work of John Burk ancl bears the date 
1797 - that is twenty-two years after the battle. 
lloth plays are wholly .American in matter and intense-
ly patriotic showing a s plendid pride in country ancl ex-
ultant praise of the country's heroes. Both authors 
were born outside the country - Braclrenridge was Scotch, 
and nurk Irish. Both had a classical training. Both 
chose blank verse for their rorm and wrote their plays in 
t he conventional rive acts Yfith prologue and epilogue. 
Braclcenridge wrote when the emotion of the conflict 
had scarcely subsided; Burk wrote after a long period of 
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tranquillity had intervened; yet both shm1 the same con-
tempt ror Gage, both lay great stress upon the ef'fect the 
Battle of IJexington had on inspiring the colonists and 
disheartening the British. 
ing allusions to Lexington: 
Bracl(enridge has the f'ollmv-
Putnam - "For yet they well rememlJ01" Lexington." 
Burgoyne - "Let not sweet Heav'n, the envious mouth or 
:fame, 
Gage -
Howe -
With breath malignant, o'er the Atlantic 
wave 
Bear this to Europe's shores, or tell to 
France, 
Or haughty Spain, of' Lexington's retreat." 
"The day of Lexington 
A sad conviction gave our soldiery, 
That these Americans, were not that hercl, 
And rout ungovern'd, which we painted them." 
"But since by :Heaven, determined, 
Let's on, and wipe tbe clay o:r Lexington." 
Burgoyne - 11 The rebel :roe, grown yet more insolent, 
By tha t small loss, or rout, at Lexingt on." 
In Burk's play when Lord Percy reports to Governor 
Ga ge the loss sustained by British troops at Lexington, 
he a(.lcls, 
"Those Americans will so exult, 
• 
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As when, of old , the Mexicans they bore. 
The head o:f a slain Spaniard, through the lancl ; 
To show t he pe ople that the foe was mortal; 
The weak ancl timl.d now will lose their rears 
or our experience and our discipline, 
And those who trembled a t a soldiers cap 
Will henceforth dash defiance in our teeth." 
70. 
Both writers agree that Dunlrer' s Hill although a 
physical defeat f or the Americans was really a mol"al 
victory • Brackenridge in his play has Clinton say: 
"'Tis true, :full victory declares f'or us, 
But we have dearly, dearly purchased it." 
And aga:im, 
Lord Pigot says, 
"The day is ours, but with heart-piercing loss, 
Of' soldiers slain, ancl gallant officers 
Not·the united forces of the world, 
Could master them, nncl the proud rage subdue 
Of these Americans. -- " 
In the . epilogue of his play he has Webb ask with 
vehemence 
"Is Freedom master'd by our late defeat, 
Or Honou~ wounded by a brave retreat?" 
• 
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In Burk's play we find passages of similar import 
Howe - "This is a melancholy scene of triumph; 
Our bravest troolJS and soldiers strew the plain." 
Percy - "We have a melancholy list to send to England 
With kill'd and wounded fill'd." 
Howe - "We've lost our bravest troops; and in return, 
Have gained a paltry hill -~is defeat." 
In both plays even the enemy officers aclmowledge 
the valor of' the Americans. In both plays Hm1e is rep-
resentecl as much more human than Gage. Both plays con-
cede that Warren was a heroic, patriotic, self-sacrific-
ing soul. Brackenridge and Burk keep close to the his-
torical truth, ancl both see to it that most of the vir-
tues are possessed by the Americans and the vices by the 
British. The terms "li.merica" ancl"Colmnbia"seem to be 
used interchangeably for Brackenridge uses "America" ancl 
Burk prefers "Columbia." 
In addition to the intensely patriotic matter of 
both plays, we have in Warren an ideal American patriot 
who exclaims in Burk's play, 
"ny heaven I would not change my station 
As citizen of these illustrious states, 
To sway the British sceptre." 
.Al\d again in the same play, 
"I prefer 
• 
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One hour of life, spent in my country's services, 
To ages wasted midst a sel'"Vile herd 
. 
Of lazy, abject, frowning , cringing courtiers - " 
In Brackenridge's play, Warren, dying cries, 
"Fight on, my countrymen, be Free, be Free." 
Both plays look forward to t he :future greatness o:f 
.funerica and the establishment of' a republic. 
The Death o:f General Montgomery 
At t he Siege of Quebec. 1777 • 
In this play, written by Braclcenridge, the British 
a r e painted as a vicious bloodthirsty lot while t he Amer-
icans are eulogized. In this respect the tone resembles 
his "Battle of Bunker's Hill." The Revolutionary strug-
gle is in progress. The realism with which the dire cru-
elty of the British under Carleton is pictured is truly 
American. At Carleton's direction an ox ha s been roasted 
and. t he Inclians have been invitecl , under tha t symbol, to 
assemble and partake of t he blood of Bostonians. Thus 
t hey have appealed to the savage in terms of' his own ern-
elty • 
With supreme contempt the American general says 
"Are we t he of:fspring of' t ha t cruel f'oe, 
Who .. late, a t Montreal, with symbol clire, 
• 
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D~d call the Savages, to tas~e o~ blood, 
Li~e-warrn, anc1 steaming, ~rom the bulloclc slain, 
And wit h ~ell language , told it was the blood, 
0~ a Bostonian, made the sacrament? 
.At this, the Hell-h ounds, 1rith internal gust, 
To the snu~~' d wind, held up their blood-stain 'd 
mouths, 
And ~illed , with howlings, the adjacent hills." 
The I ndian ta s ted t he blood o~ the ox and swore 
"By that ~ell Demon whom he hates and prays 
Tha t thus the bloocl o:r ea ch Bostonian s hed , 
Should slal{e his appetite. 11 
From t his event t he Americans derive :fresh courage 
ancl resolution to make the aw:ful s ymbol react on t he 
perpetrators o:f t he deed. 
Much loca l color is introduced in picturing the 
march :from Virginia's bounds to Canada -
"A sacrifice more rich was never o:r~ered up 
On hill or mountain, to t he sacred cause of' liberty." 
The momentous ei'f'ect of Lexington ancl Bunker's Hill 
are brought out most signif' i cantlyin t he patriotic words 
o:r MacPherson -
• 
• 
~The light is sweet, and death is terrible; 
But when I left my father, and my friends, 
I thought o:f this, and counted it but gain, 
If :fighting bravely, in my country's cause, 
I tasted death, and met an equal fame . 
With those at Lexington and Bunker's Hill." 
74. 
A splendidly just picture of Arnold's heroism is 
given in this play. 
Montgomery believes that i:f Wolfe lived he would 
have led an army to Quebec to drive these tyrants out 
who are preparing to reduce t he Amerj_cans to dire 
slavery. Montgomery has a premonition tha t he will 
s a crifice his life in this battle. 
The English general Carleton in Scene IV of Act 
V displays the dead body of' Montgomery to the Ameri-
cans anc1 o:ff'ers terms of peace. In referring to the 
.Americans he mad.e use of the terms "rebels, traitors, 
plunderers, murderers, paricides, and la-t'r less, :faith-
less, perjured, base, ungrateful, bloody-minded men." 
Carleton, the most humane generc:tl in the English 
army is made to say to the American prisoners who beg 
to be dispatched at once, 
"Hah, I c oul d laugh to see your skeletons 
Un:fleshecl and whitening in the light woocl blaze 
Yes, I could laugh to see t he :flame involve, 
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tith spiral wavings, your black carcasses." 
The dominant American note in this play is the opti-
:mistic hopefulness with which the colonists look :forward 
to victory because of the Justice of their cause. 
The play ends in the spirit of intense hatred for 
the English t ll~,,t was characteristic of the period. 
"And at the Last Day, when the Pit receives 
n:er gloomy brood, and seen among the rest, 
Some Spir-it dist:lnguished by ampler swell 
Of malice, envy, and soul-griping hate, 
Pointing to him, the foul ancl ugly Ghosts 
Of Hell, shall say, 'That was an Englishman l' " 
- -~ ~-.....,.,--
The Fall of British Tyranny. 
In the play "The Fal l of British Tyranny" written by 
John Leacock in 1776, -,;ve have an American writer holding 
np to scorn ancl satire the English ministry, ancl the Brit-
ish Commanders in America. The principle scenes are 
laid in England ancl at Lexington and Dunker's Hill. Lead-
ing statesmen of England are introduced under descriptive 
names - nute being Lord Paramount; Mansfielcl, I;ord Mock-
law; Gage, Lord Boston. Then Earl Percy, Washington, 
Lee, anc1 Putnam appear in their own persons. 
The period o:r the play covers the time from the bat-
tle of Lexington to the Evacuation of Boston. It was 
• 
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written before the Declaration of Independence antl promise 
is made t hat :tuture events will be dealt wi t h in a continu-
ation. There are five acts containing twenty-six scenes, 
with prologue and e pilogue, prohibitive for production. 
This play contributed the introduction of the negro 
as a comic character. Wit, humor, burlesque ancl serious 
natter are found together. Ethan Allen, of Ticonderoga 
fame, as a captive defie s t he enemy and tea ches a lesson 
in patriotism in true illnerican spirit 
"Be glutted , ye t hirster•s after human blood - Come, 
see me suffer - mark my eye, a nd scorn me, if my expiring 
soul confesses fear - Come, see ancl be taught virtue, ancl 
to die as a patriot f'or t he wrongs of my country." 
Arnold is spoken of as "the brave, t he intrepid Ar-
nold who with his handful of fearl ess troops, has da red 
beyoncl the strength of mortals." He thus gai ns t he cred-
it due him for t he worthy and. noble part of his care01 ... 
The note of hope is prominent in this play, despite adver-
sity. 
Washington , Lee, and Putnam, while still alive, are 
featured in scenes t hat are true t o history. 
The spirit of liberty is strong throughout. The play 
closes with t he lines 
" O Liberty! thou sunshine of "the heart! 
Thou smile of nature , ancl thou soul of' art! 
Wi thout t hy aid no human hOl)C cou 'd gron, 
• 
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And all we cou'd enjoy were turn'd to woe." 
Columbia and Britannia. 
The author or this play does not appear. The title 
page says "By a Citizen or the United States, in 1787." 
The the~e or the play is the rights of' t he colonists. The 
tone of' t he play is mild U ll to the point that Dri ta.nnia 
becomes off'icious, dictatorial and overbearing . Then the 
righteous spirit of inclependence is aroused ancl amicable 
relations with Britannia become but past history. When 
t he play opens Colu..mbia is talking to the parent Britan-
nia. She remarks that "Fair Europa 1 s sons lecl Columbia 
"forth :rrom dark oblivion." She calls attention of Bri-
tannia to t he fruitful f'ields which have replaced t he wide-
extended rorests and to the spires whic h tower in what was 
onc e a clesola te spot. She then greets Britannia and ex-
lH'esses joy ror t he success or t heir united f orces in van-
quishing t he cruel savage foes and restoring peace to 
t heii" bleeding land. 
Britannia commends Columbia's Patriotic zeal in meet-
ing the daring :roe and w·orking to destroy Gallic usurpa-
tion. She calls her "Brave Colwnbia, true to virtue's 
cause." 
"Yes, my dear Columbia -
Most justly thou deserv'st Britannia's 
War mest thanks, :for t hy sincere 
• 
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Attachment to the general good, 
Which even beyond thy share has prompted thee 
To undertake and bravely persevere 
In carrying on a dangerous and expensive war." 
78 . 
At t he close of Act I we find t wo lines which truly 
ref l ect t he general feeling of t he colonists towarc1 Eng-
land . In t he beginning of dif ficulties no thought of 
breaking awa y from England existed. There was simply 
a desire for more fr•eedom in t heir manner of' goverument. 
"May Heaven propitious bleBs this rising sta te, 
Ancl ma1re Columbia wi th Britannia great .. " 
The next act discovers Britannia on an elevated seat 
wi th her nolJl es a round her, concerting measures for t he 
ruin of Columbia. Justitius says, 
"Too well Columbia knows t he worth of' freedom 
Tamely to resign it 
If by coercive measures his lordship means, 
To tear f'r om her by force, t hose sacred rights 
Which Heaven has given, and great Britannia 
Has aclrnowledged hers." 
Paramount :reels t hat Columbia needs a check else she 
will soon "bid defiance to the world." 
Justitius at this point, voices sentiments similar to 
t h ose of Edmum:1 Bur lce in his "Concilia tion ." 
• 
• 
"I dare affirm my lords, ancl will maintain, 
That if Britannia abide her :faith, 
However high Columbia's glory rise, 
However powerful she may hereafter be, 
79 • 
Uer greatness ancl her glory will be all Britannia's." 
Avarus believes that Columbia owes her riches, life, 
and liberty to Britannia and therefore Britannia has full 
and "per:fect right to use whatever she possesses, when 
and how she pleases." 
Irenius then asks 
"Where then, my lords is liberty and freedom! 
Where are t he rights of' human nature?" 
He als o shmvs t he short-sightecl policy of' Britannia 
when he says 
"The moment Britannia strikes Columbia - She strilres 
herself." 
Britannia chides Columbia :for disloyalty. Columbia 
shows t hat she is much wronged and abusect by cruel envious 
:foes who have f'alsely represented her. Then Britannia 
t hr eatens . 
Columbia ref'lects t he spirit of the Declaration of' In-
dependence in t he words 
tr uas not great Heaven granted to mankind 
Some rights and li1Jerties, which they should deem 
r.rost sacred and inviolable?" 
• 
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ColumlJia relies on Fabius (Washington) to rouse the 
sons of freedom and be their leader. She bids him 
" Go then my Hero -
May all the guardian gods thy lif'e Ilrotect, 
.And heaven above thy counsels all direct." 
This Illay is true to the spirit of the times and re-
flects t he honesty and sincerity of the colonists as op-
posed to the insidious knavery and perfidy of' the British 
leaders. Under oppression their inherent spirit of' lib-
erty manif'ests itself firmly. The play shmvs the supreme 
confidence reposed in Washington. 
play was brought forth . 
He was living when this 
The Politician Out-Witted. 
The entire tone of "The Politician Out-witted" l.vritten 
by Samuel Low in 1789 is American. 
~~ew York City. 
The scene is laicl in 
Two fathers - Loveyet and Trueman who have planned a 
marriage bet'iveen their children cannot tolerate each other's 
opinion of the United States Constitution which was then the 
l)rcvailing bone of contention. The match is therefore de-
clared off, a nd only after much intriguing and unhappiness 
are the ha ppy pair united. 
Dame Rumour and Dame Scandal a re busy in t he }lersons 
o:f sm!l.e o:f t he envious girls or the village and through one 
• 
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y;orthnought who has interested hi.'l!lself, to no purpose, in 
Harriett they help cast suspicion on the morals of both 
Harriett and her lover. Several humorous situations a-
rise over the fact tha t old Loveyet is still in the mat-
rimonial market and is exceedingly gullible. 
Of course love surmounts all obstacles in the end 
ancl Olcl Loveyet is out-witted thus justifying the title 
of the play. 
Feminine nature is well analyzed in this play. And 
t he proverb "Ther's no fool like an old fool" is well ex-
emplified in the conduct of Old Loveyet. 
The play is American in its characterization. 
The Father or illnerican Shandyism. 
This play written by Dunlap in 1789 echoes the spir-
it of the day :for it has to do with the New Constitution . 
It speaks of' Bunker's Hill which has retained its promi-
nence. This play shows that right will in the end tri-
umph. It shows up the weal{nesses and corruption of soci-
ety. The characters are well drawn and some clry humor 
introduced. Colonel Campbell, the father of a n o~l~ 
chil~ , like severa l of our patriotic officers of 1775, 
is supposed. to have been a physician previous to taking 
up a sword. When a student at Edinburgh he had clandes-
tinely married, lost his lVife, ancl when he returnecl home, 
left his only child with a :friend, who had educated him 
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and placed him in the British army under his ovrn name. Camp-
bell supposed he 'vas killed at Bunlter's Uill and now arrives 
in New Yorlr to visit two sisters, his wards. Rackett had 
married one of these sisters, and is a dissipated, and of 
course unhappy man and bad husband. In his house the scene 
lies. Rusport is an imJ)Ostor, pretending to be an officer 
in t he English army, but really the :fugitive servant or Hall-
e~, who proves to be the son of the colonel, supposed to 
have fallen in battle. Tattle is the :family physician and 
marl plot of the piece. Mrs. Itacket encoura!~es the address-
es of Rusport in jest, ancl excites her husband's jealousy. 
Caroline had met Haller in Halifax ancl been betrothed to 
hlin and discloses to Campbell that his son was not killed at 
Bunlmr' s Hill, but is only lost to him by subsequent events, 
as she suspects. Haller at length arrives and traps Rus-
port who has impersonatecl him. There is a reunion of' :fa-
ther and son and of' the betrothed couple • 
.A remark or two :from the play ·will show its style and 
g ive a suggestion of the bumor. 
Racket gives as his excuse :for all his carousing 
"The new constitution, my clear, the new constitution." 
1\!rs. H. - "The new constitution will malce yours an old one; 
an<l l a st night you must keep St. Patrick - I should be glad 
to knmv ·what you have to do ;With St. Patrick." 
Mr . H. - " Granclrather - Irishman, Father, Scotchman, I Eng-
lishman . I would join Saint Tammany if' be would let me." 
• 
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Here we note the fitting use of' Tammany in a New York 
setting . 
Racket describes Dr. Quiescent as "a travelled Ameri-
can who cannot prevail upon any two ideas to become ac-
quainted with each other - His head is New York on May-Day -
all the furniture wandering." 
As Jonathan in "The Contrast" was the :first Stage Yan-
kee , so Jacob was the first introduction of the broken Eng-
lish t bat has resulted in the Germa n dialect comedian. 
The Contrast - 1790 
"The Contrast" by Royall Tyler was really the :first A-
merican play produced on the stage and accorded a :favorable 
reception. . The play is a comedy. Although t he :form is 
still :five acts with Prologue, blank verse has given way to 
prose. The t heme, setting and c haracters are all .ll.merican. 
The treatment is deci<ledly American with characteristic A-
meriean humor. The opening lines of' t he Prologue show 
that t here was begi nning to be a demand ancl an appreciation 
:for native products. 
"Exult, each patriot heart! - this night is s hewn 
A piece, which we may fairly call our own; 
Whe r e the proU<l titles of " My Lord!" "Your Grace!" 
To humble "Mr." ancl plain "Sir" give place." 
• 
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.The t heme is suggested in the lines tha t f"ollow: 
"But moder n youths, with imitative sense, 
Deem taste in dress t he proof' of' excellence; 
.Ancl spurn the meanness of' your homespun arts, 
Since homespun halJits woulcl obscure their parts; 
Whilst all, which aims a t splendour and parade, 
Must come f'rom Europe, and be ready made .u 
The t heme of" the play is a contrast between the sim-
ple na tive dignity as typif"ied in Colonel Manly and the im-
ported fop1)ery and f'ollies re presented by Dimple, Charlotte 
and Letitia . There is a genuine plot, cons iderable humor 
and wit in the dialogue and the characters are exceedingly 
well drawn . The stage Yankee appears here f"or t he f'irst 
time in a comic part a s servant of' the hero . His is t he 
l eading part. 
We note in t his play the use of the word Yanlree f'or 
t he fil'•st time . The scene of the play is · New Yorlc. The 
respect in which one held his liberty is well brought out 
when Jonathan will not a llow Jessamy t o call him a "ser-
vant." He aclmits he has come as a "waiter" to Colonel 
Manly but he is 11 a true son of' liberty f'or all that." He 
says, nNo man shall master me: my rather has a s good a 
f'arm a s the Colonel ." 
Here vre note the cosmopolitan demoCI .. atic sp:lrit of' A-
merica which does not recognize caste. 
• 
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1his play is not merely amusine, but it is very repre-
sentative of t he feeling which dominated the average Ameri-
can o:r the clay to·ward t he theatre. Jenny- 11 So, Mr . Jona-
t han , I hear you were a t t he play l ast night." 
J onathan - "At t he play! why , did you t hink I went to the 
devil 1 s drawing-room?" 
1~s Jonathan continue s it is very evident that he has 
by mistake a ttended a performance of "The School for Scan-
dal." Jonathan gives a very nea t litt l e bit at New 
Yorkers. Jessamy - "Well Mr. Jonathan, from your account, 
which I confess is very accurate, you must have been at the 
play-house." . 
Jonathan - " Why, I vmv, I began t o smell a rat. When I 
came away , I went to t he man fo r my money again; you want 
your mone y? says he; yes, says I; for what? says he; why, 
says I, no man shall jocky me out o:r my money; I paid my 
money to see sight s , and the dogs a bit of a sight have I 
seen, unl e ss you call lis t ening to people's private business 
a sight. Why , says he , it is the School for Scanda lization.-
The Sc hool fo r Scandalization! - Oh! fib! no wonder you New 
York folks are s o cute a t it, when you go to school to learn 
it; and so I jogged o:rf." 
References in t he play to Washington, t he Revolutionary 
War, t he "Mall" aml the dis trict . of' ill fame in New York fn•e 
&ner ican touches. 
J onathan completes the American a t mosphere by introduc-
• 
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i.~1g t he song "Yankee Doodle." The play receives its 
f' ina l touch in a serious vein when Manly mentions prob-
ity, virtue, and honor a s American traits • 
86 . 
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Andre. 
t 
The play Andre by William Dunlap is full of patriot-
ism aml loyalty. There is tl>.roughout a strong and loyal 
sense of comradeship . Washington while still alive is 
an i mportent character in the play. The conception of 
him is much idealized. We do not see him as a man, ac-
tive in his duties but rather placed. on a pedesta l before 
which the characters- worship . ne is not even given a 
name which would suggest his human association, but is re-
:ferred to umler the shadowy title of "the General." 
There seems to be rather a discrepancy in regard to the 
discipline in Was hington's army. Bland says, 
"That heaven-inspir'd enthusiasm 
Which ever a nimates the patriot's breast, 
Shall :far outweigh t he lack of discipline ." 
Shortly afterward Seward remarks, 
"'!.'hey k i'lOVtT to whom t hey owe their present safety." 
General - "I hope they know that to themselves they 
owe it: 
To that good discir>line which they ol>serve, 
The discipline of men to order train'd, 
Who know its value, an<:l in whom 'tis virtue." 
Washington exults in the wonderful spirit of patriot-
ism which he expects will win the struggle. His hopeful-
' 
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hess in the dire calamity is an Americc:"n note. 
11 0 patriotism! 
Thou won'drous principle of god-like action 
Wherever liberty is f'ouncl, there reigns 
The love of country. 
'Tis this alone which saves thee, 0 my country! 
And, till tha t spirit flies these western shorez, 
No power on earth sha ll crush thee!" 
I 
In this play Andre is given idealistic treatment. 
His friend Bland sees excuse for his treason and notes 
' the nobility of soul supreme. Andre regrets his errors, 
yet censures himself. The only favor he asks is to be 
allowed to clie like a solol ier - to be shot rather than 
hanged. ' Bland pleads with "the General" for .Andre 's 
release but to no purpose. 
The play shows the mvf'ul effects of treason. The 
sin of one brings misfortune upon many. The conception 
' gained of Andre is of hero rather than traitor. 
"Marion, or Hero of I1ake George." 
:M . M. Noah . 
This play features the Revolutionary war. Marion, 
Captain of Volunteers in the Amer i can s ervice, is secret-
ly married to Ennna whom Colonel Conway loves. Comray 
• 
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,captures ~.~arion ancl sends him of'f' as a captive. He es-
capes and is pursued but helped by sympathizers. Yet 
he is taken again . Colonel Conway comes to tall~ \'lith 
.Marion and aslcs him :ror what he is contending. He re-
air - free as our native mountains - free as we were ______ _.. 
h2..!:12 • t.t 
Conway offers him rank and. honor if he will lay 
down his arms. But he refuses. He says, "Death, sir, 
before traitor like I abandon my country and its cause; 
not all the wealth your kingdom boasts can purchase my 
ad.hesion; let me live and die a soldier and a patriot 
of the Revolution. Time will CO I!le when our glorious 
eagle will spread its penons over a rich, free ancl happy 
country." 
Marion stands for the ideal patriot who will "do or 
die." 
He at length makes goo(l his escape and turns the 
tables on Colonel Conw-ay. The fighting is brought to a 
successful conclusion and all ends happily. 
The early part of the Revolutionary Period was char-
acterized by the "Declaration of Independence;" the lat-
ter part by "The Constitution." Af'ter the adoption of' 
the Constitution Washington, with wis e f'orbe<trance and 
good sense, steered the Union 'for eight years as its pres-
ident. When he was urged to accept a thircl term of the 
• 
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presidency be re:fusecl, :for he was tired of off'ice and. longed 
for rest on his beloved estate at Mount Vernon. Iri his 
"Farewell Acldress, tt he set :forth some nobly patriotic and 
-~~
statesmanlike ideas. Union he declared to be the main 
pillar of independence, pros perity, and liberty. 
"Observe justice and :faith towards all nations," be 
urged., but have entan~ling alliances with none. "In a 
word," he said, be a nation, be .American, and be true to 
1 II yourse ves • 
The period of 1800-1833 may be called the period of 
national expansion. The spirit o:f democracy had made 
wonderful progress. English aggression made its appear-
ance just once more, in the War o:f 1812. The petty quar-
rels over the new Constitution had subsided. and "An Era o:f 
Good Feeling" was inaueurated. The work of' national con-
solidation had been accomplished, and now the work of' na-
tional development was pushed vigorously :forward. Ameri-
cans began to feel proud of' being Americans and to feel 
sufficient unto themselves. This feeling of pride, cou-
pled with their native energy, stimulated enterprise in 
every direction • 
With minds keenly awake to the possibilities of their 
nation , the Americans showed their enthusiasm in a wonder-
ful ef:fort toward westvrarcl expansion. The remarkable ex-
• 
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pedition or Lewis and Clark in 1804-1806, to the mouth or 
the Columbia , the defeat of' the Indians alone; the southern 
and western :frontier and the death o:f Tecumseh, in 1813, 
opened vast regions to secure settlement. The land rrom 
t he .Alleghanies to the Mississippi was rapidly settled . 
Then states were rapidly cut out of the wilderness ancl add-
ed to the nati on . 
This periotl was also a period o:f great inventions, 
aml improvements vrhich aided materi8,l development and rev-
olutionized modern life. 
:from ehesapeake to Ohio • 
First came the na tional roa.cl 
Then in 1807, Fulton launched 
h is first steamboat. In 1 825 the Erie Canal was opened; 
in 1828 the Baltimore ancl Ohio Railway formed a most impor-
tant route o:f travel. The national road , the railway ancl 
the steamboat made com1ections with various parts of' the 
country poss i ble. These ways of' travel were most impor-
tant in making possible the rapid. development o:f industry. 
Four great movements then, characterize this period: 
the development of national unity, tile rapid growth or A-
merica in terri tory and population, the growth o:f de~~crat­
ic Sllirit over the whole country, and the socia l and indus-
trial deve lopiiient o:f t he l and. 
Literature began to assume a new spirit reflecting 
these grea t movements. In answer to Sydney Smith's con-
temptuous quest ion , "Who reads an American book?" came the 
voices of' Irving , Cooper and Bryant, and several minor 
• 
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writers . Irving they hailed as "the .American Aclclison," 
Cooper, "the American Scott, and Bryant, "the ilJllerican 
Wordsworth·. 11 
The literature of this period_ is noteworthy for 
its originality, :for its fitness to our national envi-
ronment and for its intense patriotism. 
The patriotism manifests itself' in many nationa l 
songs, The lllOst noteworthy of these songs is our na-
tiona l anthem "~ §t.a.r.-~~ Bam1er." When the 
British bombarcl ecl Fort McHenry at Baltimore , in 1 814 
Francis Scott Key was with t he British fleet, having 
gone t here to secnre the release of a friend who was 
he l d prisoner. Al l night he watched the battle. 
When he saw the .American flag still af'loat the next 
mornine, he sat dmm and wrote "The Star-Spangled Dan-
ner." 
Drake's "American~~" is good verse and is strong 
in patriotic a ppeal whicl1 will probably be l asting. 
"Warren's Address to The .American Soldiers" is wor-~--~~ -- --- --~--
thy of' note 
"stand! the ground's your own, my braves! 
Will ye give it up to slaves?" 
Halleck gave a spl end.icl patriotic ef'fort to .Ameri-
can literature in his Marco Bozzai•is, the most signifi-
cant lines o:f which are: 
92 • 
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"strike - till the last armed foe expires; 
strike - for your altars and your fires; 
strike - for the green graves of your sires; 
God - am.l your native land!" 
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IIalleck wrote "On~ Dea th .£!:. Joser* Rodman Drake," 
a euJ.ogy-: that is at once direct and sincere. It will 
keep alive t he memory of Dral'e even if his works perish. 
"Green be t he turf above thee, 
Friend of my better tlays! 
None knew thee but to love thee, 
Nor named thee but to praise." 
several poems t hat reflect the quiet simplicity of 
home life and the charm and affection of home appeared 
at this time. Typical of this class are John Howard 
Payne's song "~sweet Home" from his opera "Clari~ 
"~ Q:ld Oaken Bucket" by Samuel Woodworth, George P. 
Morris's "Woodman, S,P_are ~ ~'" ancl "A Visit From 
.§!• :Nicholas" by Clement Clarke :rifoore. These songs 
have become a part of our national being. 
Drake wrote "~ Culprit Fay" to prove to his 
friencls that American streams lent themselves to poetic 
treatment as readily as the streams of the Old World • 
This poem contains some pleasing fancies of tiny fair-
ies supposed to haunt the Hudson River. 
Of' equal significance with these national songs 
• 
• 
• 
were the dramatic productions o~ the period. To the 
t hemes "The Indians," · "The Revolutionary War" and the 
"Constitution" was acldec1 "The War of 1812 ·" The most 
important of these dramas I will discuss briefly. 
The Indian Prin~. 
"The Indian Princess," by James Nelson Barker is 
the first play lVhich uses the Pocahontas Story. The 
scene, natura lly, is laid in Virginia. The five act 
structure \Vith prologue and e pil-ogue has disappearetl 
and in its place we find t hree acts . The play is a 
combination of prose and blank verse. The bravery 
and prowess of Smith call forth admiration from Prince 
NantaquaB, son of Powhatan. Wben Smith is captured, 
Nantaquas pleads, without effect, with his father and 
t he warriors for his life. His life is saved by the 
spectacular act of Pocahontas. 
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We fincl a suggestion of the brotherhood of man ''hen 
Pocahontas hails Smith W'ith " My brother!" The Romance 
of Pocahontas anll Rolfe arouses the an~er of Miami the 
wooer or Pocahontas, and mo.r es him to revenge • There 
follows the gathering of Powhatan's forces to 9ppose 
those of :Miami. Through treachery Miami anci Grimosco 
• 
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are about to take the lives of the English when Pocahontas 
again comes to the rescue. The Indian is portrayed with 
his natural traits, yet Powhatan is the friend of the 
white man. The friendly intercourse of the whites and 
the Indians is well portrayed. 
She Would Ee a .Soldier. 
M. M. Noah in this play gives us historical f'act 
with a dramatic patriotic setting, mingled with Romance 
in which an American girl in true American fashion will 
have no other than the one of' her choice. Her choice is 
a brave American soldier. In attempting to follow him 
to camp to escape f'rom one wllo persecutes her with his ad-
vances she dons male attire. Yield.ing to a jealous im-
pulse when she sees her lover in conversation ,.,ith the Gen-
eral's daughter she attempts to force her way into his 
tent to denotmce him. She is apprehended, taken prisoner 
and accused of' treason and mutiny. She is to be executed, 
yet never flinches - Again the American spirit. At the 
last moment she is rescued by her lover who has received 
a miniature which the officer took from Christine and 
thus has gained a knowledge of' her presence • 
To show the humanity of' the Americans in contrast to 
other races, the author introduces a scene in which an In-
dian captive figures. True to the traits of' his race the 
Indian is prepared to meet death. The Genera l offers him 
• 
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instead the hand of :friendship as he says "To show, by 
contrast, the difference of our principles. You would 
strike down the captive 'vho implores your protection: 
we tender life and liberty to the prisoner, who asks 
himself :for death." 
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The General then suggests that the Great Spirit de-
lights in mercy. He proposes that peace exist between 
the Indian and the white man since they are to live in 
the same land. 
This play bas three acts and is written entirely in 
pi•ose • 
Tribute is paid to the Marquis de la Fayette on the 
opening page o:f the drama. He was reported as about 
''to embark for America, to aid the cause of liberty in 
the new world." 
The Americans are referred to as •Yarucee Doodles." 
"We'll :fan the Yankee Doodl~~ in our best style." 
The elrama ends with the spirit of Reconciliation. 
The General says to Lenox: 
"May you remember the "Plains of Chippewa," and 
feel towards Britain as :freemen should :feel towards all 
the world: "Enemi~ in~ - in peace, :friends." 
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Superstiti on. 
In the play "superstition," the scene of which is laid 
in New England, the chief' character is the regicide Gorr. 
The theme of the play is Witcpcrart. Innocent people, a 
mother and her son, are deemed guilty of' witchcraf't and 
are to pay the penalty. Ravensworth is the leader in the 
condemnation. Walf'ord, his friend, remonstrates with him 
to no purpose. 
The play shows what a hold witchcraf't had on t he minds 
of tbe multitude and on the minds of the intellectual as 
well. Because the belief' in sorcery lfas sanctioned by 
those high in position and authority it took a :firm hold 
on the masses. 
The introduction of a scrinunage with the Indians adds 
another American element to the play. 
Charles The second. 
John Howard Payne has, in 1824, given us this comedy 
in three acts. There is very little which marks it as 
distinctly American. It was written by an American, the 
character drawing is distinct, and the humor good, but it 
is written on a foreign subject. The theme of' the play 
is "The Re:formaticn of' a .King ." 
• 
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The TriumP.~ at Platts~urg ~ 
"The Trit.unph at Plattsburg" written by Richard Penn 
Smith, has a native theme - the War of 1812. Not only 
is the theme native; the setting also is native - Platts-
burg, Lake Champlain, the Saranac River. The mill de-
scribed is American. The ready assistance given to McCrea 
by Mrs. Mack is prompted by American sympathy and apprecia-
tion. The note of hope coupled with the strong feeling 
that triumph will be on the American side suggests an A-
merican note • 
Pocahontas, or The settlers of Virginia. 
This play written by George Washington Parke Custis 
resembles "The Indian Princess" by J. N. Barker. It is 
founded on the same historical event - the settlement of 
the English at Jamestown - The opening lines will show that 
many came to the new continent to make a fortune and return 
to England. "Those barques Aear the adventurous English 
in search of their darling gold, the gold they worship." 
The drama ha s three acts. 
Barclay declares that"patriotism is one of the first 
of the virtues, and one of the last that will abandon the 
generous bosom." 
In this pl~y the chief Matacoran, though released from 
captivity, scorns friemlship with the white men. Powhatan, 
however, pledges :frienclship "to the English, so long as 
• 
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&r~ss grows and water rru1s." 
The bravery, rather .than the treachery, of' t he Indian 
is :featured in this play. 
In boyh Custis's and Barker's play, John Smith is the 
central character. They both emphasize the love story of' 
Rolfe and Pocahontas. 
Our literary reputation abroad rests not on these pa-
triotic songs or dramas, but on the works o:r Irving, Cooper 
and Bryant. 
Washington Irving \vas born in William Street, New York, 
April 3, 1783, just as General Washington w·ith his patriot 
troO})S took possession of' the city. When Washington again 
came to the city to as.sume the presidency, the child's 
scotch nurse, filled with the prevailing enthusiasm, f'ollow-
ctl the he1•o one day and presented his little namesake. 
"Please, your honor," said she, "here's a bairn was. named 
af'ter you." Gently touching the child's head, the great 
man bestowed a blessing upon his :ruture biographer. 
During his youth Irving spent much time wandering a-
long the banks of the Hudson gathering its romantic and leg-
endary lore, by means of' which he af'terward gave to the re-
gion imperishable literary associations • 
Irving's temperament was that of' an optimist. He al-
ways looked on the bright side of' li:fe, and his worics re-
:fleet his sunny disposition. He had a remarkable sense of' 
• 
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humor which he infused into the most noteworthy of his 
works. In ract, American humor may be said to have 
its strongest earliest exponent in Irving . The many 
qualities which made Irving 's works so popular were a 
part of tbe man himsel:f. They must, of necessity, a.p-
pear in his works. He was broad-minded, tolerant, am-
iable, and' exceeclingly tact:ful. 
to t hinl-:: best of humanity. 
He was always willing 
Irving makes his appeal to the heart rather than to 
the head. His works reflect his mvn quiet and re1)ose-
f'ul nature, as that nature is enlivened by a delightful 
vein of' humor and sentiment. 
The work by 1vhich Irving is best 1mmm is "The 
Sketch B9o~." In this work we get two inimitable sketch-
es - t he :first, " Rip Van Winkle," shows Irving's ideal 
vagabond. The story is really a series of' pictures, em-
bodying scenery, character, and incidents. We see the 
purple mountains with the village nestling at their :feet. 
Then is introduced the ne'er-do-well whom the children 
and t he dogs love, the termagant wi:fe, the junto bef'ore 
the inn door. 
Fol lowing these pictures is the journey into the moun-
tains, t he strange little beings at the solemn game, the 
draught of' liquor, t he sleep, the awakening, the return 
home, the bewilderment, the recognition. In this series 
of pictures humor and pathos are closely lfoven. Thus Ir-
• 
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ying endowed the Hudson River ancl the Katskills with r .o-
mance that will live as long as there is an American 
literature. 
The "Legend of Sleepi Hollow" has only very broad 
hunor from start to finish. The portrait of Ichabod 
Crane, so extravagantly exaggerated, is one of the best 
caricatures in literature. 
His "Kniclcerboclcer' s History .2!, ~ !2!:.!f" is one of 
the most extraordinary boolrs of humor in the English lan-
guage. The :figures he draws are monstrous and distort-
ed yet always resembling • Nothing could be more life-
like and more unreal than Irving's account of New Amster-
dam ancl its people under their Dutch governors · The 
ironical philosophy, the sly thrusts at current politics, 
t he noisy fun of certain incidents, such as the fight be-
tween Risingh and. Peter stuyvesant. The boolr furnishes 
quaint pictures of the snug and drowsy comfort of this 
Dutch settlement. 
To these best lmown works we may add t he following 
which are distinctly American: "captain Bonnevi1~," 
"Astoria ," "A To~ of th~ Prairies. In fact Irving was 
American through and through . 
To James Fenimore Cooper we owe the fact that Ameri-
can literature gained great prestige abroad. Cooper's 
foreign popularity was greater than t hat of all other 
American authors combined. The patriotic element was 
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s:tronr;est in his works. To him we owe the fact that im-
mediately upon his discovery, t he European world set an 
American author among the classics of its 0\'in i maginative 
liter a t ure. Through him distinctly American tra its, i-
deas, and habits, moral, social, antl political were ma de 
known and familiar. He exalted American litera ture in 
European eyes and acquainted European minds with .American 
character. 
The subject of Cooper's entire work is American. 
Even when writing on foreign subjects his theme is democ-
racy. In his advocacy of democracy be shows that his con-
ce ption of Liber'ty, is obedience to t he law. 
Up to the time of Cooper the world thought that all A-
merican literary effort was confined to New England. Coop-
er, by means of his "Leatherstocking Tales" took literature 
from beyoncl the borders of New England and gave it a na tion-
al rather than a sectional character. He presented to 
Europe t he American country as a whole. 
Pioneer life, Indian nature and the rugged forest, 
mountain and stream of the early days Cooper describes ac-
curately. Cooper's "Indian" has been said by critics to 
be rather i dealized. 
Cooper has given to American literature t hirty-four 
works of :fiction. .Among t hese, perhaps t he follmving eight 
are the best: t he five "Lea t herstocki ng Ta les" which in-
clude "~Prairie," "~Pioneers," "!.!.!£Pathfinder, "Th~ 
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:Qeerslayer," ancl "~ ~ of' the Mohic~ns;" "The Pilot," 
"~ ~ Rover," and "~ ~·" Each one of these 
works is distinctly ...,\merican and he lps to ma1ce one under~ 
stand both t11e country and its people ancl gives an inter-
esting historical interpretation. 
"The Last of' The :Mohicans," which is generally con-
sidered Cooper's best work is a narrative based on the 
massacre of Fort William I:lenry in 1757. It is a thorough 
Indian story, brilliant and vigorous in style, and full of' 
adventure. It relates the capture by a bancl of' rJontcalrn-' s 
maraucl ing Iroquois, of the t wo daughters of' Colonel Munro, 
their rescue by Hawkeye, Chingachgoo!{ and Uncas, their re-
capture, the pursuit ancl t hrilling events in the Indian 
villages. Into this Indian Tale is woven a love story 
whic h s omewhat relieves the tragic end of the tale. 
In the entire list of' .American men of lette1•s there is 
the name of no one who acted from purer patriotism or loft-
ier principle t han Cooper. 
It is rather significant to note that at a Memorial 
Meeting he l d in New York after his death, Daniel Webster 
was the pres iding nf"ficer, Irving was present, antl William 
Cullen Bryant was t he orator. 
Our great interprete r of nature in verse is William 
Cullen Bryant. Bryant knew every form of Americnn nature 
and gives wonderf'ul single touches or massive effects. 
Bryant is tlmP.ougbly American. His t h ought ancl 
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i magination seelr the woods, the fields, and the streams o:f 
his native land. For him nature is alive and he sets him-
self eagerly to the task of interpreting her many voices. 
Nature reveals to him lessons of beauty, sublimity am.l 
moral import. These lessons he impai"ts to us t hrough his 
sympathetic verse. 
Bryant went out among the wonders and beauties o:r the 
Nev; Worl(l, 
"The unshorn fields, boumUess and beautiful, 
For which the speech of Englancl has no name • " 
Through great solitudes with their 
"Myriads of insects, gaudy as t he flowers." 
Or heard from 
"Dim woods t he a ged past speak solemnly." 
Or stood and gazed on "The hills 
Roc1i:-ribbed ancl ancient as the sun, - the vales 
Str•etching in pensive quietness between; 
The venerable 1voods - rivers that move 
In majesty, and t he complaining brooics 
That make the meadmvs green; and, poured round all, 
Old Ocean's gray and melancholy waste,-" 
Nature appeals to Bryant in her broad and massive as-
pects . "The ~airies" is an illustration. As the poet 
looks over vast and. glowing f'ielcls, there sweeps by him a 
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vision of the races that have peopled these solitucles ancl 
perished to mal·:e room for races to come. In the sense 
it gives of spaciousness of prairies with myriad sounds 
of lif'e projected on t h e great elementa l silence, it is a 
true .American llOe:m. 
A "Hymn of' the sea" is anoth er illustration of' that 
largeness of' view characteristic of' Bryant. Each thought 
is l ofty and f'ar-reaching . Cloucl rises from a ''realm of' 
rain~ shadows whole countl'•ies, tornaclo wrecks a f'leet, 
whirling vast hulks "lil\:e chaf'f' UllOn the waves -" 
"These restless surges eat away the shores 
Of earth's old continents; the fertile plain 
Wei ters in shallm'Ts, headlancls crumble down, 
And the tide drifts, the sea-sand in the streets 
or the clrol1ned city." 
ne conveys t he idea not only of spaciousness but of 
endless duration in the line.s, 
"Creator! thou dost teach the coral-worm 
To lay his mighty reef's. From a ge to age, 
He builds beneath the waters, till,at last, 
His bulwarks overtop the brine ancl check 
The longwave rolling from the southern pole 
To bre ak u pon Japan." 
Bryant's miml readily lifts itself from the minute to 
the massive, as in the poem "sunu.i1er Wind." .A few lines 
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give t he sensation of heat, closeness, and exhaustion, and 
picture plants clrooping in stillness which is broken only 
hy "faint and interrupted murmu1--s of the bee." His 
t houghts t hen sweep u pward t o t he wooded hills towering in 
scorching hea t ancl d.azzling light and t hen still higher to 
the bright clouds, 
"Moti onless pillars or the brazen heaven -
Their bases on t he mountains - t heir white tops 
\ 
Shin ing in the rar ether -" 
Bryant fincls inspiration in t he terror of the storm, 
t he ma jesty or the forest, t he gray waste of ocean, also in 
hunibler things - t he rivulet by which he played as a .child, 
t he violet growing on its bani{ , t he hum o:f bees, t he notes 
. o:f hang-bird ancl wren, the gossip or swallow·s, t he gay 
. chirp o:f t he ground squirrel. "The Yellow· Violet" and 
---- , ... ~~
lines "_To ·-.!'!.h.£ F_ringed Gentia:n" spring from his love o:f the 
mode s t cllnrms o:f nature. 
Dryant's nature poems all end with an application to 
human nature, a s in °To A Waterrowl" 
" He who, from zone to zone, 
Guides t hrough t he boundle s s sky thy certa in rl.ight, 
In t he long wa y t hat I must treatl alone, 
Will lead my steps aright." 
He has l-fritten severa l pde:ms o:f rrcedom - t h e great-
est or which are "Oh Mother 2f.!!. ];Iighty ~," " Not ~," 
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"song or Marion's Men'! and "The Battle Field." "The 
Battle Field" contains one of his most insp~ring quo-
tations 
"Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise again; 
Th' eternal years of God are hers; 
But error, wounded, writhes in pain, 
And dies among his worshippers." 
Bryant's career extends to 1878. It seemed wise, 
hm'lever, to treat or his whole writings to show that he 
was, indeecl, the American poet or nature who embodied in 
his worlc the national spirit and taught profoundly relig-
ious truths. 
This period claims America's greatest orator, Daniel 
Webster. Most of his speeches are or a political nature. 
Perhaps his three most ·famous speeches are his Plymouth 
oration ancl the two Bunker lUll Monunent orations - all 
three intensely patriotic. A brilliant period of orato-
ry paved the way for the Civil War just as a similar pe-
riod had done for the Revolutionary War. 
The most conspicuous fact in the period 1800-1833 
was the production or a body or literature su:fficiently 
important to connnand recognition abroad, and to give A-
mericans themselves real reason :for satisraction. "The 
-
Monroe Doct~~~e" was evidence of the fact that Americans 
were 1vell established as a nation and would resent out-
• 
• 
side interference. Towards the encl of the period the 
unsettled questions of state rights ancl slavery were 
strongly agitated, and the agitation increased until 
it produced the Civil War. 
Four characteristics mark the literature of this 
period; its individuality, its harmony \Vith nature, 
its intense patriotism, and its emphasis on the mora l 
ancl re 1 igious nature of man • 
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